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The Sun'. Offer.

Since we noticed the offer made by the
" Sun" for a feeding apparatus to its pre>Jses,
we have been literally flooded with letters from
inventors describing plans of their own, solici·
citing fmther information, &c. As Our time is
sufficiently occupied with attending to letters
pertainiug more especially to our own business,
we have handed these over to Mr. Beach, who
. tells us that he has likewise been overwhelmed
with similar communications. To explain the
whole matter in a few words, we will say that
the offer is not foi' a plan but a machine, which
must be put in actual operation in connection
with the" Sun's" presses, and that nothing short
of this will receive any attention from the pro.
prietor. Any one intending to compete for this
pdze shonld visit the establishment of the
" Suli," in order to make the necessary exami
nation of itll presses, their mode of oplita·
tiOIl, &c.
New Wheelbarrow.

An Englishman has invented a new wheel
barrow. The wheel is placed under, and sunk
into the bottom, so that the weight rests on the
wheel and not on the hand, and there is les� os·
cillation. By means of this barrow it is st�ted
that twice the usual weight can be wheeled.
[We have seen the above in more than one
of out' exchanges, some, like the above, saying
"the inventot· was an Englishman," and others
that" he was a Yankee." However new the
arrangement may be, it is no improvement, and
is inferior to the common barrow, which throws
the weight upon the wheel, and not upon the
arms. Its oscillation must also be far greater,
instead of being' less, because the present bar.
row places the person who wheels it at the
long end of the levers, where he has the great.
est command of the weight, and will do more
work in the course of a day than with the wheel
in the center, but will not perhaps be able to
lift so much nor wheel it 80 easy for a short dis.
tance on a straight and level road.
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'rwo pieces of the GobclinTapestry have been
sent for from France; they are to be u�ed in
decorating one of the Imperial residences. It
was reported (who raised it?) when the tapee.
tries came here, that they were to be presented
to adorn the Presidential Mansion, at Wa�hing.
ton, after the Exhibition was over.

Furnace.

Electrical Conductor-A Disputell Point.

Plasters versus the Knife.

'Ne were present a few days since to witnesa
the removal of a large cancer from the breast of
a female, without the use of the knife, by Dr.
Gilbert, of this city, recently of New Orleans, to
whom we have prilviously referred. The fe.
male had been under treatment about three
weeks, and by means of the Doctor's plasters,
the cancer had bt)en wholly killed and was now
almost ready to drop from her breast which in
a day or two more it would have done. It was,
however, removed with but little pain to the pa·
tient. We saw some other cases which the Dr.
has under treatment, which are truly wonder.
ful. We have no doubt of his ability to remove
the most malignant cancers, provided applica.
tion be made in season.

Baker'.

In the last number of the "Scientifiq Ameri·
'ban" we published an illustrated description of
Baker's Patent Furnace, and stated that it was
employed under the boilers at the Crystal Pa,
lace. Since that time, in the absence of Super
intendent Holmes, who is out of the city, we
have been furnished with a memoranda of its
performance by his associate, Henry S. Babbitt.
l'he coal consumed by this furnace for the
six days ending on the 29th ult., amounted to
33,863 Ibs., the water evaporated by this quan
tity amounted to 388,000 (33,863+388,000=
11'45'1) or 1 1'45'1 pounds. of water evapo
rated by 1 lb. of coal. This is the greatest
amount of water evaporated by one pound of
coal in a boiler, ever recorded. The best Cor
nish boilers with the best quality of coal evapo
rate 9 Ibs. of water, nearly 2-} Ibs. less. It
comes within three pounds of the th eoretical
evaporation of water by the best quality of
coal, in the laboratory.
The following memoranda, furnished by Mr
Amory, presents the results of a number of ex
periments, -feeding with warm water without
Baker's furnace :Navy yard at Washington, evaporation 7'538
Ibs. of water to lIb. of coal.
Navy yard at Boston 6''112 to 1 lb. of coal.
Trial by Engineers in Boston, at East Boston,
7'705.
Otis Tuft's boilers, 8'768.
Flour mill at East Boston, 7.
Ocean Mills, Newport, '1.
Portsmouth Mills, 6'260.
Atlantic Mills, 6'63'1.
East London Water Works, supposed to be
the best in England, 8'217 · 1 000 .
All these establishments have many bollers sup
posed to be doing the best duty, we might give
many inferior resultst. The trials of these have
been made with the greatest care and 80 ac·
kno wle d g ed."
The very best of these results, (On. Tuft's
boilers) amount to nearly three pounds losi of
water evaporation to the pound of coal, than
the experiments at the Crystal Palace.

The annexed engraving� are views of the
Rotary Engine of R. O. Bristol, of Chicago, II·
Iinois, for which a patent was granted on the
26th of last July; patents have also been
obtained in France and England, and the pa,
tentee has the utmost confidence in its merits.
Fignre 1 is a perspective· view; figure 2 is a
vertical longitudinal section, and figure 3 is a
transverse vertical section. The same letters
of reference indicate like parts.
A is the frame of the engine; B B are the
journal boxes for receiving the main' �haft, S,
to which the revolving part of the engine is se·
cured; C is a cylinder; it is bored true, faced
at the ends, and is surrounded by a steam case,
E, which is furnished with two lugs, F F; the
lower faces of these lugs are slightly convex
and rest on suitable bearing plates, which are
adjustable by eet screws to adapt it to the
bearing surfaces of the shaft, S. The dou·
ble steam case, E, has passages, b h, (figure 2)
both encircling the cylinder, but independent

of each other, the lormer communicating with
the interior of the cylinder, through openings,
c r, and d d, (fig. 2) and the latter communi·
e,uting with the same by openings, c' c', and d'
d', (same figure). On the top is the steam
chest, G, which is supplied by steam from the
boiler by pipe, J. K is the exhaust pipe, to
receive the whole steam through the exhaust
port,f, (figs. 2 and 3). N N' N' N'" are four
sliding pistons. They are set in the slots, iii
i, of the steam wheel, which is composed
of cylinder, D, having a hub, g, secured on
shaft, S. The cylinder, C, being stationary, by
the steam acting inside of it on the sliders, N N'
N" N"', it moves the whee� composed of D, g, S,
with its ends, arms, �nd sliders, forming the
rotating parts of the engine. When the engine
is running in one direction, it takes its steam by
only one of the slide valve ports, and is shown
in figure 2, to be taking it by the passage, t.
When moving in a contrary direction it takes

[Continued on
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In the" Scientific American" of the 29th ult.,
we stated that Robert Stephenson had made the
remark that" an electric current could be sent
with a double' wire to any distance without any
sensible diminution of force." We also stated
that" so far as Our knowledge extended this was
destitute of any foundation in fact."
We have received a letter from James P.
Duffey, of .Philadelphia, who asserts that .R.
Stephenson is right, and the fact has been
known to him for the past nine months, and
was discovered by him while experimenting
upon a new galvanic machine for medical pur
poses."
Our telegraph engineere are better qualified
to decide this question than any other person
or persons. It simply consists in this, '.' can an
electric current be conducted to any dstance
without any sensible diminution of force by a
double wire ?" This also involves the question
of using a single wire, whether it is as good as
a double one. This question has nothing to do
with multiplying the plates of the battery; we
are well aware of the effect that wou ld thus be
produced; it merely relates to the double wire.

..; ......

The Present to Jo s ep h E. Holme •.

We have received a note from L. H. Gibbs, eta
ting that the present of the gold watch made to
Mr. Holmes, was not by some exhibitors, as eta
ted, but those who were employed under kim,
'honor to whom honor is due."
------.
__
·CD�·�.�---

The Society ofIndustry in France has ofter·
ed a prize of 1,000 francR for the best treatise
on the potato.
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The steam is now shown as being let in ment of the steam and exhaust ports, are re

[Continued from First Page.]

its steam by the passage,

e',

where it is now through the ports

c' c'

on both sides of the en lieved of all steam pressure when passing the

shown exhausting the steam through the. cavity gine, the one at the right hand side, figure

3,

of the slide valve, H, and through' the exhaust on the upper side of the abutment, and at the

port,

f,

into ·pipe, K.

�m£rintn.
abutments, so that there is very little friction
on them.

Sliding pistons and abutments like

The slide valve is for other Bide beneath the abutment, making the these have been used in rotary engines, but the

reversing the motion of the engine; I is its le engine rotate in the direction of the arrow.

Of arrangement of the exhaust ports is to relieve the

ver; it is like those in common use; R R are course the steam exhausts at the right hand sliders from pressure in passing the abutments-

two fixed abutments attached to the fixed cy side through the ports below the abutment, and a good

arrangement and

entirely new.

a rotary crank shaft connected therewith. 8.
The use of an atmospheric buffer for increasing
the rapidity of the hammer strokes. The use

of coke or other partially elastic material at the
points of metallic connection of hammer details
for the purposes described.

In

linder, C; these have concave flanges between on the left hand side above the abutments. other rotary engines with abutments, the sliders

them, branching from their apexes, and have When the engine is moving in a contrary di are forced out by a heart or similar cam, but

packing bars, m m, which are adjusted by screws, rection, the present steam passages become the

p p, toSpress steam tight against the rotary-cy exhaust passages.
linder.

these sliders are forced out by steam pressure
acting on small pistons in the chambers,

The sliders, N N' N" N''', by this arrange- u in both ends of the engine.

uuu

The ends of the

Figure 3.

Figure 2.
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Preparing Indigo.

The following is a new mode of preparing

the indigo plant for home and foreign consump
tion.

Before the discovery of South America, all

the blues made in Europe, were obtained from
the woad plant

(isiatio tinctaria),

but since the

introduction of indigo the blue vats for woolens
have been made with woad and indigo.

My ob

ject in sending you this article, is to show that
the indigo plant, worked up in the same way·as
1V0o,d, would be far more valuable.

I am led

to this suggestion by experiments made with

the wild indigo plant during the last EngliEh

war, when no European woad could be obtained

in our market.

The following is the process of preparing

the woad plant for the use of the dyer:-

The seed is planted in rows as early in the

spring as the season will allow.

When the

leaves are ripe, ,,:hich can be known by a blue

ring near the top of the leaves with a spot in

the centre, they are gathered and ground in a

trough mill, the trough being made water-tight

to prevent a leakage of the juice.

Knives fol

low the roller to cut the plant, and thereby fa

cilitate the grinding.

When well ground it is

made into balls of about three inches diametar,

and then placed on boards to be dried. Should

there be any appearance of fly-blows on the
balls, a little dry slacked lime must be sprinkled

over them; without such precaution the balls

will breed innumerable maggots, and be spoiled.

Some dyers use the balls, but the greater num

sliders have projections outside of the ends of secured by bolts, v.v, and fitting close to MM, Z Y, in the usual way. The moving joints are ber use them after being couched. The woad
D, these are connected to small pistons in but have flanges, P P, all around the outer side, all made upon the principle that two smooth plant affords three pickings in one season, and
the chamber, u u, which small pistons are ac- Q Q are stiff metal packing rings, correspond metal surfaces make a steam joint without pres when the whole have been balled and dried, the
tuated

by

steam

in the

ends of the cylinder.

chambers at

the ing with the size of the interior of the outer cy sure or weight, and consequently without fric

The steam from the linder, and fitting closely over the inner heads, tion.

small pistons is exhausted before a slider comes to MM.

These packing rings are pressed up by

By this description and these illustrations, a

an abutment, but commences to act to press out the screws, I I, passing into the flanges, P P. proper idea of the principle and operation of
the slider when it passes an abutment. These There is a rotary expansion valve in the cham this rotary engine will be obtained- Its advan
sliders work free in their recesses, i i in the ber above G, which may be made to cut off the tages, as pointed out, when compared with oth

balls are beaten pretty fine with mallets, or

passed

through a pair of rollers, then mois

tened with water, and laid in a heap to ferment.

When the heap becomes quite warm, it is turn

ed over to prevent the fermentation from pro

gressing too fast. This operation is repeated
arms, h h, but are always pressed steam tight and steam at any desired point, it is rotated by wheels, ers, will show how free it is from lateralfriction.� several times, until the heap becomes perfect
allow no steam to pass them. This method of U V, which are operated by the revolving cylin- It is on exhibition at the Crystal Palace. For ly and uniformly cool; it is then packed in
. working the sliders by steam to press them out, del', one of the heads being formed with teeth further particulars address R. C. Bristol, China, hogsheads, and no further fermentation will en
is also new.
on its periphery. The governor is operated by Mich.
sue. The French and Germans sell their woad

I

M M are the inside cylinder heads, in which a cord passing from the small pulley, W, over
Mr. Bristol will be in attendance at the
there are slots for the projections of the sliders,· X, which rotates its spindle and that of the go Crystal Palace until the 20th inst., where he will
to be actuated by the small steam pistons men- vernor; the sliding sleeve, 2, of the balls, ope be happy to exhibit his engine to all interested
tioned before. 0 0 are other cylinder heads, rates the throttle valve through the angle arm
in such matters.

I
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Recent Foreign Inventions .

IMPROVEMENTS IN

OBTAINING TIN.-Mr. F.

W. Emerson, of the Trereiffe Chemical Works,

ceiving the nitric or nitrous acid gases into

stoneware or other convenient condensers, to
be used over again.

He then mixes the ore

potash or soda, with or without the application
of heat by any known means.

MANUJi'ACTURE OF IRON AND STEEL.-Mr. T.

Penzance, England, has patented an invention,

with such a quantity of common salt, as by de

parating the ore of tin, from other metallic ox

sufficient amount of muriatic acid to combine ed some improvements in the treatment and

which consists in a means of purifying and. se

ydes, sulphurets, arseniates, tungstates, or other
compounds, previously to its introduction into

composition with sulphuric acid shall yield a

W. Dodds, of Holmes

Engine and Railway

Works, Rotherham, York, England, has patent

with the contained impurities of metallic oxydes, manufacture of iron and steel.

The inventor

in balls, and they are couched by the dyer, Or
by some one he employs for that operation.

I

have bought many hogsheads of their balls sent

to New York for a market.

The woad vats used in England are '1 feet 6

in. diameter at the bottom, 6 feet at the top, and

'1

feet in depth.

To set one of these, 560 Ibs.

of woad is used with 24 lbs. of indigo.

This

vat can pe kept at work for six months when

skillfully managed, by adding more woad and

indigo when required.

The quantity of woad

used for the six months is 1120 Ibs., or one ton

thus specifies his claims-I. A general arrange

for each per annum.

into steel, wholly or partial(y, by the use of a

yearly, and my younger brother, who now oc

nitrate of soda or potash; the last of these not stonewa.re, or other material that is not serious soda, potash, pearlash, or other alkaline matter,

consumed from sixty to seventy tons in one

the smelting

furnace, by digesting

the ore

(either' with or without the aid of heat) in a

mixture of common salt, sulphuric acid, and

being absolutely necessary to the success of the

or bring the oxydes of iron or manganese in

wolfram, or the lime in tungstate of lime into a

soluble state.

He th9l1 puts the ore thus mixed

ment of machinery.

with salt 'into a cistern formed of granite, slate carbonaceous fuel or

in which the process is performed.

The inven

and carbonate or biocarbonate of lime and char

upon it such a quantity of either brown acid or

or partially, into steel by the use of a compound

tor first makes a correct analysis of a fair Bam oil of vitriol as will effect the decomposition
pIe drawn from the bulk of the ore to be ope of the salt.
rated upon, in order to ascertain the exact na
ture and amount of the impurities.

In the

event of its being found to contain any com

a mixture of soda-ash,

ly acted upon by acid (a wooden trough has

operation, though it helps to shorten the time been found to answer the purpose), and pours coal.

3.

My consumption, when

2. The conversion of iron so employed in England, was twenty-four tons

The mode of cOllverting iron, wholly

of soda ash, lime, and charcoal, or any mixture

The inventor prefers to use an ex of alkaline matter with c �rbonate or bi-carbon

cupies the same premises much enlarged, has
year.

Indigo used in the woad and other vats, has

to be deoxydixed by fermentation, or by some
suboxydized metal, and brought back to the
same state as the liquor in making indigo when

4. The mode of

dra,vn from the steep, before it is oxydized in

as to keep the mixture at about 2000 Fah., stir metal, by plunging it when red hot, or there

quor were regulated by the same means as is

cess of slilphuric acid.

He then turns into the ate of lime and charcoal.

mixture a jet of steam from a steam boiler, so treating iron,

partially or

wholly converted

the beater; and if the fermentation of this li

pound of sulphur or arsenic, he first roasts or ring it about from time to time with a wooden abouts, into a wet or dry bath-that is, either the woad vat, it would make an excellent and
calcines the ore by any of the ordin�ry known rake or shovel, so as to expose fresh surfaces to into water, water impregnated with carbona permanent blue dye. As the indigofe·ra plant
methods. This proce�s is not necessary, unless the action of re-agents, adding a small quantity, ceou� matter, liquid ammonia, or ammoniacal contains vastly more indigo than the isatis, why,
such ccmpounds are present.

If it is found to say 1\ or '1lbs. to the ton of nitrate of soda or

contain oxyde of tin-the ores of tin mostly oc
cur as a peroxyde-it will be necessary, in or

der to avoid loes, either first to peroxydize it, or
afterwards to precipitate from solution by the

insertion of metallic zinc, or any other precipi

tating agent.

potash,

for the

quickening

the

purpose of

operation.

enlivening and

If

the

liquor, a solution of potash, or hydrate of pqtash, if prepared after the same manner, would it not

or into a mass of dry carbonaceous material, as

should contain micaceouil or magnet,ic iron ore�, or other carbonaceous matter.

nitrate of soda or potash, to Msist their oxyda version,

wherein

The invention also de chambers may be

the retorts
charged

The con

5. The mode sumption of 1V0�d in Europe amounts, annually

it would be advisable to increase the amount of of arranging and working the furnaces of con

To peroxydize the oxyde of tin, tion and conversion.

answer for both woad and indigo; at least with

material highly carbonized sand, charcoal, and soda a8h, much smaller additions of indigo?

or

and

converting

discharged

to many thouBands of tons, and if the dyers

there could be. supplied with the indigo plant

prepared in the same way, there can be rio

he saturates the bulk of the ore to be operated

scribes analogous methods of treating the ore� whilst they are in working condition, without doubt but the conwmption would socn be quad-

lowing it to stand for two or three hours, to

Purifying and separating the ore! of tin by act justing the anvil level of steam-hammers by

upon with nitric or nitrous acid, and after al

permit a full re-action to take place, he puts it

when copper or tungstate is contained.

Claim.

being permitted to cool.

6. The mode of ad rupled.

ing upon the contained impurities with a mix means of a hydrostatic cylinder 61' chamber.

into an iron, fire-clay, or other convenient re ture of sulphuric acid and chloride of sodium, '1. 'fhe mode of working hammers or tilt levers
tort, and distils or evaporates it to dryne�s, re- either with or without the addition of nitrate of

Binghamton, N. Y.

... - ...

There is now It speck of war between Swit

80 M to strike in both directions by the use of zerl8Jld and Austria.
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per through the space between the tongue and the jaw
on each side, s o that the pins may be �tuck through t.he
crimps over the open edges of the foldmg blades. whtle
the ton2"ue will b e betwe€\n the pins and the paper, and
so that both the bars and tongue, and the double folding
blades may b e readily withdrawn to release the paper,
and this whether the double folding blades are above or
below the jaws and tongue, when they are constructed,
used, and made to operate as described.

[Reported Officially for the Scientific American.]
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PATENT
United

HOSE PROTEC'l'OR-By David Demarest, of New York
City : I claim the employment ?f a porta1?le section �f a
rail track constructed as deSCrIbed. and WIth an opellIng
in its center for the hose to fit in, when said section is
placed over said hose, the same being employed in tne
manner described, and for the purpose ot' covering the
hose at certain points, and s�ving them from t1!e great
injury they sW!tain from carrIages and cars passmg over
them during the time of fires. and as fully set forth.

CLAI M S

States I'atent

Office

FOR THE WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 1, 1853.

PROTECTING BULWARKS FOR WAR VESSELS-By 'Villi am
Ballard, of New York City : I claim the use of the �hield
boards, in combination with the bulwarks of a S hIP , as
se
h
claim the use of the stanchions and panels. in
combination with the deck of the vessel, and th e shield
board. for the purpose and principle of construction and
operation, as .!Set forth.

i �l��

MAGNETO· ELECTRIC MACHINES-By Calvin Carpenter,

i
f
i853
� I���gr�r!lm�tS: et!t����gt �f �������:{�;::
nets of helical coils of wire of metallic segments upon a

(This useful ,invention is noticed on page 380 Vol. 8,
Sci. Am. J

CAR 'VHEELs-Joseph Fal'nsworth. Jr . • of Madison, Ind.,
I am aware that P. ,Yo Gates made a cast-iron car wheel
in which the rim is connected to the central parts by two
sets of short spokes, but this (with�ut admit tin,g its pri·
ority to my invention) I do not clalm, �s my �mproye·
ment relates exclusively to that clas� ofwheel� In wh�ch
a disc extends from the hub to the nm. my o bject bemg
to support the rim. and strength,en the di�c by :fiexi�le
u st
S
P
Pe o
e
a
e
e
s i
c
t
case of the wheels of this class.
I claim a cast, iron car·wheel, constructed as descri
bed, but I make no claim to any part of the wheel by
itself, nor t o any other combination of parts than those
set forth.

T�� �j rid��� ':l�� �! b�:ld�� �r�� ''dt�� ; �1�

REGULATING THE SPEED OF STEAM ENGlNES-By Luther
cylinder of non-conducting material. or !>f sprin�s s!lch
as I have described, either separately or In combmatlOD, R. Faught. of Macon, Ga. : I d o not confine myself to
·for the purpose set forth, otherwise than in .the malfner the employment of a pendulum or air·spring, a s there
in which I have arranged, connected, and combmed may b e other devices that would produce analogous ef·
fects ; neither do I confine myself to the precise methods
th
i I claim the combination of one or more series of of producing friction described, a s both the methods
permanent magnets radially ru:ranged. the pole!3 o� each that I have shown are well known, viz . • by the pressure
s eries being in one plane. and III two concentrlC cucles, of the steam in the valve chest. and by plates com·
with a disc or discs of helices, arranged in three sets in pressed to the rod by a spring ; nor do I confine myself
such manner that the three sets may be acted upon suc· to the adjustment ot' the relation between the �endulum,
cessively at nearly equal intervals of time, one set by and the device or devices which produce the 1riction, as
the inner circle of poles, and the other two sets by the it will be evident that the lengthening or shortening of
c
e
outer circle of poles ; the currents of the several sets of th
iide valve, so
helices being thrown into one constant or uninterrupted
current by means of the current discharges and springs, that the latter drives the former by friction when the
cut-off
is
at
the
same
time
connected
with a pendulum
or their equivalents. as described.
air·spring, or some other device, offering such a resist
CAR COUPLINGS-By A. P. Chatham, of Canoga, N . Y. : ance to its movement as will prevent its moving the
I claim constructing the buffer, A, with a recess to hold same distance as the valve. and arrest it at such a point
the link in the proper position for entering the buffer, B, i n the motion o t the valve, as to cut off the steam at the
and the buffer, B, with a cavity, and an inclined draught desired point i n the stroke, an d will increase or diminish
catch extending to nearly the top of its cavity, s o that with any increase or diminution of the speed of the en·
when-a link is connected to the buffer,A. and passed over gine, and thereby retard the motion of the cut·oft� more
the catch of the buffer, B. it cannot jump up and become or less. in order to cut off the ste�m earlier or later in
detached from the catch while the cars are in motion, the stroke, and thus regulate the speed, as described.
whereby the danger of the cars being separated while
[See notice of this invention o n page 388, Vol. 8, Sci.
running is greatly lessened, while the coupling is simple;
Am.]
cheap , and not liable to get out of order.
•

��
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GRAIN CRADLES-By C. P. Kelsey, of LivingstoIl,ville,
PEN AND PENCIL OAs�-By G. S. Clark, of New York
N. Y. : I c!aim, first, the bar or its equivalent, 1' 1' attach.
0
City : I claim neither the pen or pencil slide separately,
ing the fingers of the franie to the snath. for the pur·
for both have been previously used, bu� I �laim the pe·
pose set forth.
culiar arrangement of the pen and penCIl shdeii. as des
Second. I claim so connecting the braces with the flng·
cribed, viz" having the p encil slide with its covering
"ers, by means of link or other universal joints, that the
tube placed within the pen slide or the tubes C and D,
snath may be folded close against the fingers. without
operating the two slides independently of each other in
requiring that the said braces should b e loosened in
the manner set forth.
the snath, as set forth.
[This improvement is noticed on page 4 :of this Vol. ]
COATING SHEETS OF METAL-By Edmund Morewood &
CANE AND MAIZE CUTTERS-By John W. Cormack, of
o
a
o
0
Quincy, Ill. : I claim the framing and manner of attach
'o
e
f
ing the knife and arm to the sled.
them in other molten metals, which are more fusible, by
means of rollers arranged a s described, so that with
CONDENSERS FOR STEAM ENGINES-By Benjamin Craw· the same machine, sheets of metal, varying in thick·
f ord, of Pittsburg, Pa. ; I claim the aqangeme:nt of the ness may be coattd free from puckers. bends, or inden·
tubes or passages in the condenser, WIth the llllet and tatio'ns on their surfaces, thus rendering unnecessa.ry
h
e
o
a
u
e
S
the subsequent operation of flattening, which heretofore
t i
a
' t fl
o
d
could not be dispensed with.
the tubes, whereby the condenser is prevented from un·
due heating. and the tubes kept coolest at both ends,
ADJUSTABLE SPRINGS FOR CARRIAGES-By R. S . Morse,
and warmest at the middle, whereby the great bulk of ofDixfleld, 1\1e. : l claim the adjustable auxiliary springs
the heat is transferred to the condensing water, near thQ in combination with the bed spring or springs a s set
point at whIch it is discharged from the case.
forth.
Second. constructing the case of the condenser with
stuffed or other equivalent joints, to render i t flexible,
BRACE AND BIT FASTENER-By Howard Perkins. of
and thereby prevent fracture.
North Bridgewater, Mass . : I claim the manner of con
structing and fastening the bit into the socket by the
MACIDNES FOR STICKING PINs-By C. O. Orosby, of New slide lock, as described, h aving the end of the bit so
Haven, Conn. : l am aware that conical rollers have been formed as to fit into the groove in the key. as set forth.
used for forming the inclined channel for conducting the and having the end of the bit press down upon the key.
pins, and that a screw has been used to [separate the so that when the key i s slipped back, the bit may be
pins,and that pliers have been used in the manufacture of easily removed.
pins and that clamping bars have been used for clamp·
GOLD WASHER-By Henry M. Ritterband, of New York
ing the paper. after it has been crimped, and that the
p�per has been drawn through and rolled up by a r�vol City : I claim the combination of the tube, valve. a;nd
vihg cylinder so graduated as to regulate the q:uant!ty of lip, constructed and h aviDg the relative proportions,
paper, as to folding up. I therefore do not claun eIther as ·described. forming an apparatus for removing earth
of these, as such.
and stones from auriferous earth, as specified.
I claim the method of crimping the paper by means of
STRAW AND GRAIN SEPARATORS-By John A. Taplin, of
movable folding blades i n combination with the bed
i t
t
b
paper are Fishkill, N. Y. : I claim the vibrating stl'Qw carrier and
grain separator, constructed as set torth with a screen
C b .
e
i
Second, I also claim the method of crimping the pa:per and fluted bottom board. for the purpose of separating
by means of moving foldi1:lg blades descel!ding and .as· the grain from the straw. returning the former to the
cending between the statlOnary and movmg clampmg winnowing apparatus. and conveying the straw to the
bars, when the clamping bars serve as a par� of the hinder extremity of the machine.
crimping ap:paratus. whether the paper b e sustalDed by
METALLIC PENS-By Wm. H. Towers, of Philadelphia,
a bed plate or otherwise. when constructed and opera·
Pa. : I claim making metallic pens with depressions or
ting as described.
'l'hird. I also claim the method of lifting the pins from cavities for retaining the requisite quantity of ink to
the distributor, and carrying them away and sticking supply the same, and making them flat on both surfa·
them into the crimped paper, while the distributor is ces, and taperin.g the shank or .main body of the �am.e.
bringing another supply of pins in front of the clamping and inserting it In a correspondlllg socket or op enmg III
bars. thereby keeping the lifting pliers or other lifting the center Of the lower end of the p en holder, in the
apparatus continually in operation, when performed by manner set forth.
the means and in the manner described.
MACHINE FOR TURNING CYLINDERS OF WOOD-By In·
Fourth, I also claim the lifting apparatus, or any sub·
stantial part thereof, when constructed, combined and crease S. Waite, o f Hubbardston. Mass. : I claim t,he
combination composed of the feeding hopper. the senes
made to operate as described:
.
.
Fifth, I also claim the combmatiOn of the hftmg appa' of rotary mandrels and centers, applied to the shaft. the
ratus described, with the inclined transverse notches in revolving cutter or cutter cylinc:ler. the mechanism for
the stationary clam:ping bar, by which means the pins giving to each mandrel an endwlsemovement backward
will always be stuck in an exact line, even though the and forwards. as described, mechanism for arresting
pins are not straight, when constructed, combined, and the rotary movemen t of the shaft. or the heads, during
the time necessary for the operation of the cutter or cut
made to operate. as described.
Sixth, I also claim the combination of the conical roll· ter wheel. on each piece of wooEl. and finally a mechan
ers, with the side planes, to form a straightinclinedcon ism for rotating the shaft and its two heads, aU as de·
ducting channel. when combined, constructed and made scribed j the mechanism for moving each mandrel end
wise. as described, being the spring, the wheel, and cam
to operate as described.
Seventh. I also claim the lifting pliers. when construct plate, as described. that for rotating the mandrel being
ed and made to operate. as described, either with or with· the ,gear, and the gear on the shaft put in revolution as
described. that for arresting the rotation of the shaft
out the creeper sliding guide or director.
during the time nG'cessary to turn down an article. be
MACHINES FOR STICKING PINs-By C. O. Crosby, of New ing the stud or stop plate. and the screw applied to each
Haven, Conn. : I do not claim the channels nor grooves. mandrel. and made to operate. as specified : and finally,
nor the punches working in the grooves, nor the use of that for rotating the shaft, being the friction roller made
clamping bars, to serve also as crImping bars, because to operate against the periphery of the circular head,
these have all been used before or claimed in my former and to be rotated and borne against said head. as set
forth.
a p
' combInation of the !lunches. working in ho·
GENERATING AND CONDENSING STEAM-By Peter H. Wat
rizontal grooves, with the slide. and the straight inclined
son. of Washington, D . C. Ante·dated May 2, 1853 : I
channels. when arranged as set forth.
I also claim the combination of the punc]les wi�h the claim the method of recovering the heat of the exhaust
steam,
by passing it through the comparatively cool wa.
double folding blades, when these are combmed WIth tbe
movable and stationary clamping bars. constructed as tel' i n the lower portion of the boiler, as set forth.
I
also
c laim tbe arrangement of the up�er end of the
de s
im the method o f crimping the paper by·means d rop flues, in an inclined plate, to facilitate the entrance
l
of folding blades working between st�tionary and mo of the smoke into the flues, and the passa,ge of the steam
ving clamping bars. when those clampmg bars serYe as from beneath the inclined plate into the upper pa.rt of
a part of tne crimping apparatus, when constructed and the boiler. as set forth.
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a
s (forming the side guides to tha
I
spaces) to guide the pins While falling down from the se·
parator to the horizontal grooves. in combination with
the grooves and punches, when they are constructed and
arranged as set forth.

�t;� !t �i'n �ti� �:�

MACHINES FOR STICKING PINs-By C. O. Crosby, of New
:
h
n
e
C i
e
'e
r e d
s
i
n i
d c
channel with the upper end of the vertical side gui�es �o
convey the pins from the f0t:mer to the l,atter, wh�le It
changes the position of the pms from vertIcal to honzon·
tal. as described, whether with o� wit�out the counter·
sinks in the inner edge of the perlphenes.
.
I also claim the use of a separating wheel wlth teeth
o
s
O
P
e
d
t e
r
l
t
h
slidin'g bed, at the proper tim� by its revolu�ion, a.s �e
scribed, whether the wheel be mad e . of two dlSPS or wIth
the periphery grooved out or the penphery
ilDile, and
the teeth cut directly across it. .
I also claim the method of crimping the paper by the
l' se of jaws with a tongue between them to slide acros�
the paper in such a manner that the paper may b� crimp.
ed by double folding blade. forcing tho two fold. of pa·

��1 lh �g�� ; �� �� ����l 1 �l������ � �fng
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be

rOur cotemporary is becoming a veteran in the field of
invention.]
GRAIN SEPARATORS-By J. V. A. Wemple, of Chicago,
Ill. : I claim the employment of a cylinder. having tan
gential. or other S Uitably projecting plates across or
along its periphery. for the purpose of separating the
grain and breaking the impinging effect produced by
the threshing cylinder on the endless apron, the said cy.
linder being so situated and operating in rear of the
threshing cylinder. as gently to feed over it the straw
and headings, as they are delivered from the threshing
cylinder.
BEE HIVE-By Geo. Oalvert, of Upperville, Va. : I claim
the combination of the honey boxes with another box
and cross, pieces, arranged and operated in the manner
set forth.
DEVICES FOR S1'EERIN'G CuLTIVATORS-By Seneca Lap·
ham, of Salem, Ohio : I claim the combination and ar.
ran�ement of the parts, consisting of the lever and its
attachment to the brace, and the connection of the
tongue to the lever by the staple. This I claim in its ap·
a o
the direction of
C
s e

f�\� ��do\�e��:c't[i�����; :�Ytf��

FLUID METERS-By Wm. B . Leonard, of New York Ci·
ty : I claim the c.ombination in fluid meters ?f mechAt·
ism for measuring the volume of a flowing flUld, however
variable, mechanism for measuring the velocit� of the
flowing fluid, however that may vary. mechalllsm for
multiplying these two quantities together. and mecha·
nism for record ing the product, in such manner as tll
show on a register the quantity of fluid that has passed,
aS e o
I l
l m the �ombination of a self-acting guard
valve or valves. however constructed or arranged, with
the water wheel or other motor, in a meter. in such man·
ner that the flow of water through the meter, will be ar·
rested whenever its pressure is not sufficient to give mo�
tion to the motor the instant i t begins. whereby tbe es·
cape of water through the meter unmeasured is prevent·
ed.

� ;� :��

[This is a very ingenious and useful invention.]

OPENING AND CLOSING GATES-By Wm. T . Merritt, of
Hart's Village, N. Y. : I claim elevating or d�pressiI? g,
or opening and closing the gate, as descrIbed, VlZ.,
by means of the sbaft, having upon it the pulley F, the
pulleys, G G, being attached permanently to said shaft.
and having ropes a ttached to them : and the pulleys, !f
F. being placed loosely on the shaft and connected to It
at a certain period by means of pins on the shaft,work
ing in slots in the bosses or hubs of the pulleys, saI d pul·
leys having the chains attached to them and to the �p.
per ends ot' the gate styles, and also the chaIns. I I, wlth
the weights, the chains. I I, being attached to the lower
ends of the styles, the gate being prevented from being
casually depressed by means of the pawl. which is fl'eeo!l
trom the notch in. the boss or hub by the dog, substan·
tially as set forth.
[See notice of this invention on page 404, Vol. 8, Sci.
Am.]

STRAIGHTENING AND CURVING RAILS-By Geo. Williston,
of BrunSWiCk, Me. : I am aware that a machine has been
used in Bavaria. which acts by the pressure of a screw
upon the bar to be bent. the bearing or platform being
placed underneath the bar. 1'his 1 do not claim.
But I claim the combination of the screw. strap beam,
and sHdr·s. constructed as described. with the beam
placed on tbe top or side of the rail for the purpose of
straightening or curving rails on railroads, without the
necessity of removing the same from the sleepers.
NOTE-In the above list o f patents, seven were secu·

red through the Scientific American Patent Agency.
DESIGN.

PARLOR STOVE-By Winslow Ames, o f Nashua, N. H.,
assignor to Hartshorn, Ames & Co., of Boston, Mass.

.. . ... . ..

of the Province of Nova Scotia, relative to pa

1851.

Condensed by Peter Stubs, Barrister, Attorney
at Law, and Notary Public, of St. John, N. B.,
SEC.

1.

A resident of Nova Scotia for one

year, may apply to the Governor, alledging that
he has discovered any new and useful art, ma
chine, manufacture, or composition of matter,
or any new or useful improvement thereon, pre
viously unknown, the Governor may direct Let
ters Patent to b e issued, granting to the person
so applying, and his representatives, for a term
not exceeding fourteen years, the exclusive
right of making, using, and vending his disco
very.

10.

Defendant may plead the general is

special matter, to prove that the specification
does not contain the whole truth, or contains
more than is necessary to produce the descri

bed effect, and upon further proof that conceal

ment or addition is fraudulently made, or that
the invention or

discovery is not original, or

that such patentee had surreptitiously obtained
his Letters Patent, then the verdict and judg
ment shall be for the defendant, with costs, and
such Letters Patent shall be declared void.
N. B. It would appear that any person, whe
ther a British subject or not, can take out Let
ters Patent in Nova Scotia, and

all

applicants

are liable to the same expense ; but in any
case, the applicant must have resided in Nova
Scotia for twelve months prior to the date of
his application.

This was formerly the case in

New Brunswick.

. . .. . ..

Gum Arahic Solutions.

:lriESSRS. EDITORs-Your correspondent, " S.

A. C.," of Hartford, I think, is very much mis

taken in his article on gum arabic solutions, if
he intends to convey the idea that they can be
kept a considerable length of time without chan
ging, by use of the means he has cited.

An

certain length oftime unchanged, and that term

[Synopsis of an Act of the General Assembly

B. N. A.]

SEC,

sue, and giv� this act in evidence, and every

aqueous solution of gum arabic remains but a

<For the Scientific American.)
Nova Scotia Patent Laws.

tents for useful inventions ; passed in

SEC. 9. Actions maintainable for pirating pa
tents, and damages recoverable.

Letters to be recorded by the Provincial

is as conditions for fermentation are aV9ided,
viz., an elevated temperature and exposure to
air ; when these occ� the introduction of so
small a quantity of alcohol or volatile oil will
not prevent a change, while the former would
ratheI tend to facilitate acetous fermentation
particularly if the solution be fluid.

There

fore for the better preservation of gum pastes,
they should be made of a good consistence and
kept in closed vessels in a cool place when
not wanted for

immediate use.

Tragacanth

paste (which is not strictly a solution of the gum
in water) undergoes change much sooner than

gum arabic, probably owing to the presence of
a small proportion of starch which it contains,
and acquires a more foetid odor, particularly it
not of a fine quality.

Essential oils may serve

to cover this foetor and render it tolerable

:Secretary, in a book to be kept in his office for for a longer time, but the most advisable plan

that purpose.

SEC. 2. Where Letters Patent are thus grant

ed, and another p el'8on shall discover any im

provement in the principle or process of such

is to prepare these pastes in quantities to serve
but for a short time as they are so readily made,
a.'1d it would be well to observe cleaning the

vessels thoroughly before preparing a new
invention, and shall obtam Letters Patent for batch. Nothing, I believe, is known that will
such improvement, the person obtaining the preserve gum solutions unless added in Buch
new patent shall not make, use, or vend the

original invention, nor shall the original paten
tee make, nse, or vend the improvement.
SEC.

3.

Simple change of form or propor

tions of any machine or composition of matter,
not deemed a discovery.
SEC. 4. Applicants for Letters Patent to pay

quantities to make them less valuable as pastes
or cements.

Gum arabic and tragacanth are

preservable only in the dry state.
Reading Pa., Nov.

JNO. H. KASER,

1, 185 3.

... . ... . ..

Arresting for Infringement of a Patent.

($5.)
MESSRS. EDITORS-Can a resident of one
SEC. 6 . Any person may obtain copies of State be arrested in any one of the United

in the Secretary's office, twenty shillings
Letters Patents at sixpence

(1 0

cents) p er fo

lio, and drawings obtainable also at a reasona
ble fee.

SEC. 6. Applicant for Letters Patent to make

oath that he believes that he is the true invcIl,tor or discoverer, and that his use, invention,

or discovery was not previously known in the
Province.

SEC. 7. Before Letters Patent are granted,
applicant to deliver a full description of his in
vention or discovery, and the manner of using,

or process of compounding the same, and in
case of a machine, to deliver a model, and ex·
plain the principles by which it may be distin

States for the alleged infringement of a patent
and be required to give bail and stand trial in

such State as the plaintiff may please to arrest
M; C. H.

him ?

[Yos he C8!il, if in accordance with the laws

of the State '\1berein he is arrested, not other
wise.

If thit resident of one State goes to ano

ther, and irri'!{nges a patent, he is surely ame
nable to the taws as they exist in that State
with resp ect n, arrest and bail.

The practice

of the U. S. Cburts in preliminary matters is

to be guided by the local laws of the States.

In one case, that of Sherman versus Cook, for

the unlawful use of Woodworth's planing ma
guished from other inventions, an d shall ac chines in Vermont, a bill was filed on the 27th
company the same with drawings, when the -June, 1 850, and the suit brought in New York
case admits of drawings, or with specimens of before Judge Nelson. An objection was taken
ingredients sufficient for the purpose of expe by the defendant's counsel to the jurisdiction of
riment. The whole to be filed or lodged
in the Secretary's office, and copies of descrip
tion are eyidence in a court of Justice, when
certified by the Provincial Secretary, wherc
matters concerning such patents may come in

question.

Governor may dispense with the de

livery of a model at the Secretary's Office.
SEC. 8. The patentee may assign Letters Pa

the Court, on the ground that the use of the
machines complained of was in another judicial
district, viz., in Vermont.

It was urged that

the proceedings should have been instituted in
that District.

Judge Nelson, however, decided

that the party concerned in the infringement

was responsible, and it was enough if the of

fending machine was reached through him, who
tent, and assignee then stands in the stead of was accountable for the wrong, and without
the patentee, as well as regards his rights as wh02e agency there would have been no room
his liabilities. Assignment to b0 recorded in for complaint. The United States' Courts have
Secretary's Office.
the jurisdiction of . patent matterli.
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" A very ingenious little instrument has ju�t

been brought before the public.

series of collateral pipes, so that a very large

small space.

John R. Averill, of Waterloo, N. Y,. has in

tecting iraud, or rather for exactly registering

These tiers are connected by ver

the quantity of spirits,

tical boxes or chambers in such a maimer that

sels.

two separate spaces will be formed for the cold

His instrument is fouuded on

air, and also a circuitouf! passage

the well-known principle in trigonometry that if

for the flame.

tween two flexible diaphragms placed between
chambers, into which

a manner that the all' will have to remain some

right angled triangle are known it is easy to de

flame.

the invention and its use, let us Buppose that

we measure off from one extremity of the line
tance of ten rods ; now, if we place the instru-

ment at this latter station, and direct its sight-

ing tube to the distant extremity of the line it

I

cated to the registering hands, and thus the

meter shows accurately, at a glauce, the quan

tity

drawn off, in gallons, quarts, pints, etc.

The instrument is well finished, and of mode

rate ·price."-[1.ondon OOlTespondence
Gazette.

U. S.

[The above description would lead us to in

gas metre of James Bogardus, of this city,

chamber the quantity of liquid equal to that ad which was patented a number of years ago, ouly
mitted into the other. This action gives a mo- it is used for a different purpose.

A very good improvement.

to be measured, at I'ight angles with it a dis- ,

tion to spindles, which is ultimately communi

it is alternately admitted, fer that Horrison's metre is identical with the

thus displacing, at every movement, from one

time in contact with the surfaces heated by the

To illustrate the nature of

&c., drawn out of ves

The principle is, that the liquid, in pass

ing through, acts in two opposite directions be

The cold air spaces are further divided in such

the perpendicular and one of the angles of a

It _is entitled

H�rison'i meter, and is for the purpose of de

amount of heating surface is combined in a

vented a new instrument for measuring dilitan

termine the base.

New Liquor Meter.

buildings by hot air, the nature of which con

sists in arranging within the furnace chamber a

New Surveyor's Instrullient.

ces in surveying.

�nltritan .

ROTARY STONE DRESSING MACHINE.

I

i s evident that a scale may be so calculated that
an index attached to the sighting tube shall in
dicate upon it the distance& of the two stations.

It is certainly a convenient mode of measuring

lines when their extremities can be readily seen.
The inventor has applied for a patent.
4 ' ''' ' '''

D. B.

Improved Saw Dres.er.

Kimmell, of West Unity, Ohio, has in

vented an inIproved machine for dressing saw

teeth, a patent for which he has taken measures

to secure.

This machine consists of a stock

having attached to it adjustable ways on which a
carriage containiRg the cutter is placed.

By

properly adjusting the ways, the cutter may be

made to move either in a horizontal or oblique
direction so that both the upper and under sur
face of each tooth may be cut.

The carriage

and cutter are made to move from and towards

the saw by a peculiar arrangement of gearing.

This machine is intended to answer the purpose

of a gummer and a file.

------0 . ..

...

Parallel Rod Connection for Locomotive ••

J. B. Martin, of Oorning, N.

Y., has invented

and taken measures to obtain a patent for an

improved coupling rod for locomotive engines,

the nature of which consist� in extendiug the

strap of the connecting rod beyond the box

of

the crank pin of the driving axle, to hold a pin

to be received in It box attached to the parallel

rod.

This brings the connecting rod

and pa

rallel rod in the same plane, and enables their
boxes to be tightened without allowing the play

left in other modes of connection.

The advan

tages of connecting the other wheels of locomo
tives with their driving wheels, are well known,

and this is intended to remov,e the difficulties
existing in other modes of doing this .
.. . cD:' OJ:

New Hat Pl·e •• er.

S. Fields, and S. A. Kinsman, of Barre, Mass.,

have invented an improved machine for press
ing hat bodies, upon which they have applied
for a patent.

Their improvements consist in

supporting the hat block on a vibrating carriage

pressing irons, and controlled by springs, that

irons during the operation of pressing ; and also

in them, so as to elevate and depress the jour

his burring stone dresser.

stones of different thicknesses

A series of discs with

grooved or burred faces, made of cast iron and

in a mode of attaching the angle iron for the

This

spindles, around a drum ; the drum is revolved,

same time to b e connected so firmly together as

stone, by abrasion.

screws

me shes with a wheel having a shaft running
transversely

a dif

'rhe

tools are cast with chilled surfaces in moulds
This machine was patented two years before
The

patent is owned by the same assignees, Seth
Eastman and B. H. Oheever, Washington, D.

under the slide A, it has a 0., Jos. Greeley, Nashua, N. H., and Darcy

pinion on it meshin g into a rack on the under

E. Bolton, of Ooburg, Oanada West, from whom

si de of the slide to feed it and the stone forward more information may be obtained by letter.
The spindle,

and back.

cylinder on a strong shaft, E, at one end of and pulley (not shown).

able so as to place the invalid in different posi

1., is driven by band This machine is also on exhibition at the Orys

tal Palace, beside the chisel cutter illustrated in

This machine is so simple that every person the last number, and has also been patented
G is a series of burring will be able to understand ' its construction and in all the important kingdoms of Europe.

which is a driving pulley, by which a band can

�'hese

rotate the cylinder ;

changes of position can be made without an
vention.

and are a composite of iron and steel.

which have

with a worm screw on the lower end which

A is the sliding bed of th e machine, it is siInvalid Bedtlteb.d.
S. Bigelow, of Shelburne, Mass., has invented milar to that of an iron planer ; B B is the be d
a bedstead for the use of invalids, the peculiar p late with its guide raila for the gro oves of the
ity of which consists in conskucting the bottom slide ; 0 is a stone secured in the slid il , and is
of the bedsteads in sections, these being adjust being fed into the burring tools ; F is a drum or

noyance to the invalid.

upon them working into nuts, (not shown,)

vertical spindles,

and lowering the cutter drum ; L is a shaft the one which was illustrated last week.

when the burring tools dress the face of the

of order.

tions, thus affording relief to the weary.

ferent arrangement of the same tools.

on

to

and we have aeen a circular stone with a num

j K is a top shaft ber of concentric grooves formed in it by

on the inside of the boxes; D', for raising

and the stone to be dressed is fed forward to it,

The burrel'S can be cast

double operation.

produce either grooves or beading on stones,

with bevel pinions, J J, meshing into others, I

chilled, are strung, as it were, on a series of I,

enables them to b e heated by steam, and at the

not to be likely to get out

These posts have elongated slots

tion of Eastman's Ohisel Stone Dressin g Ma-

chine ; this engraving is a perspective view of nal boxes, D', in them, to adapt the tools for

it is always kept in contact with the pressing

corner of the crown to the crown iron.

,veIl braced.

In our last number we published an illustra-

so arranged in relation to stationary flats or

discs or rings on a spindle.

This is a desirable in-

operation, from the description given of the en

A number of such

graving. It can dress smooth sUI'faces, and fluted

are secured at equal distances from the center on

the periphery of cylinder, F .

.. _ ' ..
Portable Stove ••

tools have chilled serrated faces.

work, and is adapted to produce fluted columns

These burring

Any number . by giving the stone an axial motion on its bed,

..

-

..

The Jewish Rabbi, Doctor Raphall is engaged

in the delivery of a course of popular lectures
on the Sacred Poetry of the Hebrews, at the

A very nice p,ortable stove heated by an oil
Broadway Tabernacle. Lectures (each Monday
I
of them may be secured on a spindle. As the ' when a flute is cut its whole length. The burlamp, has been invented by F. Arnold, Middle
evening) commence at 8 o'clock.
stone, 0, is fed forward on its sliding bed, the ring tools can be cast of various forms to pro-

I

Haddam, Oonn. Its sides being of glass protect-

cylinder, F, is rotated, and the burring tools act I duce the reverse surface s on the stone.

ed by grating, it may also be used as a lantern.

upon the stone, and reduce it to an exceedingly I cutters can also be

It is also adapted for heating a kettle of water

by the heat of the lamp, and thus it is very

useful at night in families when there is sickness.

The inventor has applied for a patent.
.. , _.' ..
Hot Air Furnace..

Frederick Tiffany, of Buffalo,

\

smooth surface.

set at various distances apart

The bUlTing tools may be of I by having washers between them.

As these

I
unequal diameter, so that they can dress a stone tools are cast, they are not expensive ; they are
The , stone,

with one or more grooves.

0, is also very durable, as they roll on the face of

represented as being dressed with a groove.

the

stone,

The shaft, E, of the tool cylinder is secured -By

N. Y., has in- in movable journal boxes, D'.

vented an improvement in furnace» for heating

These

a

reducing it

duplicate

to

a smooth surface

arrangement

of the bur-

These are sup- ring tools, the stone can be dressed on both

ported on the vertical posts; D D, which are sides,

at one operation, and on four !idea by
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Oommodore Perry, of the Japan Expedition
has succeeded in obtaining an interview with
the two Princes of the Empire.
received_

..

He was well

. ' 110

Great strikes have taken place in the cotton


mannfacturing districts of En gland ; the employ
ers are leagued on the one hand, and the opera

tives on the other.
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theory were true, all the planets of our system

mind j a strong desire to pry into the unknown

the planets of our system should rotate round

The machine for turning lasts, and the planing

sopher, pays a merited tribute to the great ones

lution of the sun on its axis, consequently all derive high profits) are the greatest gainers.
If we ta�e a large

and that composed of a number 9f concentric

rings, to represent the matter of every planet in

of the future and the past, is characteristic of our system, the outermost ring will pass through
all men. Subjects which must remain a myste more space in a given time than the interior
ry to man are the very ones which engage the

one, but it must make a revolution in the same

is so often dragged in to support untenable the

should have rotated his globule of oil on a spin

most discussion, and were it not that science

ories, we would never notice such effusions of

time.

To complete the picture, the Professor

dle unconfined in a jar of water, for no such

machine, have saved millions upon millions to
our country at large.

were in a latent state, and by the combinations

of these gases light and heat were evolved, not

. created."

But the Professor, instead of offer

ing proof how these gases

came into a fluid

state, jumped at the following conclusion-the
easiest way to get rid of the difficulty.

" Mat

ter, in a gaseous form, when deprived of its la
tent heat, assumes the liquid form.

Into this

then let us suppose the universe was brought.

Streams of matter, all flowing to a common cen
ter, beget a rotary movement ; set a liquid

globe rotating on its axis and what results."
He answered this query by causing a large

globe of oil to rotate in a jar of water around

an iron rod passing through its center, when

the oil became flattened at its poles.
said, " by giving

oil,

it

would

a

great

become

a

velocity

ring,

He then

and

to

if

the

it

would break it would gather into globes and fly

round the center.

If it also were possible to

overcome the attraction of gravitation, and dif

ferent liquids were to be taken, such as one of
mercury for the center, that covered with oil,

then another of alcohol, and these set revolving
around a Mmmon axis, the lightest fluid would
be formed into a ring, the denser keep the center,

and the rest be broken into globes or rings. This
symbolizes our planetary . system j the sun in
the center, the farthest planets broken into

more satellites than those that are nearer the

center, the earth four times denser than Jupi

piter j Saturn surrounded with rings, and all the

planets and satellites moving in the same plane."

This is . a beautiful theory, but it is neither

founded on chemical nor astronomical facts.

If

all the planets and their satelites were once uni
ted-a revolving fluid mass-and the planets

were tlI.rown off from one axis, then the satel

lites thrown from their planets, all would still
be moving with the same velocity, and in the

same direction ; but instead of this being true,

the satellites of Uranus move in a contrary direction, not in the same plane of that planet j this one

fact destroys the theory.

Another is, if this

EXAMINER GALE : ' VALUE O F PATENTS-The

Report of this Examiner, for 1 8 52, contains

some very extraordinary announcements res

pecting the value of patents, the facts mention
ed beiug obtained, no doubt, from the most re

liable of all sources-documents of sale.

It

says, " a patent, if it is worth anything, when

properly managed, is worth, and can b e easily
sold for from fifty to sixty thou,and dollars.

These rema"rks ouly apply to patents of minor

or ordinary value, they do not include such as

the telegraph, the planing machine, and the

india rubber patents which are worth millions
each.

A man obtained a patent for a 'slight

improvement in straw cutters, took a model of
his machine through the Western States, and

after a tour of eight months, returned with for

ty thousand dollars in cash, or its equivalent.

Another inventor obtained an extension of a
patent for a machine to thresh corn and clean

applicants, 256, or nearly one and a half for

did more for the liberties of his country than

aminer Renwick, whose rejections were as three

lin ?

eharge of Prof. Gale, who has expended $ 5 0 0

all, we recognize the " democracy of Science,"

he asks for an appropriation for a chemical ap

cent, in almost every one of those men whose

every one granted,-being much less than Ex

to one.

The chemical department is under

personally for testing chemical improvements j

the greatest of American philosophers-Frank
Watt and many other great men were also

distinguished for liberal principles j but above

in the absence of rank and aristocratic des

discoveries in science, whose inventions in ' me

chanics, and whose works of art, have crown
ed the

countries which gave them birth with

immortal honor-Copernicus, Kepler,

Newton,

D'Alembert, Davy, Cuvier, Linnreus, Whitney,
and a host of other great ones of all -nations,

were men of low degree.

Among the living,

science claims her noblest sons from the lower

and the middle ranks.

In our own country,

this is particularly true, and cannot be other
wise j we can point with pride, to Hare, Henry,

Silliman, Maury, Smith, citizen Agassiz, an d

many others ; in England there is Farl"aday, Sir
D avid Brewster, Stephenson, O wen, Miller, and

a host of others j in fact we do not know a

scientific man by descent, among all the aristo
cracy except, Lord Ross, who is an honor to his
class.

Science, also, as if to mock the claims of

learning as well as noble birth, often selects her

brightest gems, from the self-taught and the
lowest of the lowly.

Hind, the young astrono

mer, who has recently made so many discove
ries among the asteroids, received but a com
mon school education.

Very few of our great

an ordinary education.

It has been said that

inventors have been favored with more than
" while the sages of C�bridge in England,

were evolving some problems in mathematics,

the sages of the machine shop invented the
spinning frame, the steam engine, the steam

boat, the locomotive, the nail, the gun stock,
the pin machine, &c."

We do not make these

remarks to disparage a collegiate education, for

we believe that those men who have become

new burning fluid consists in mixing two mea

great, independent of such an education, might

measure of water, and agitating them violently.

their early years with better educational advan

with this mixture, and air being forced through

opponent of no less authority than Sir Walter

sures of alcohol with one of benzole in one

Sponges placed in a suitable vessel are charged

them and out of a burner, carries along the va

por of the combustible compound, which b,urns
when ignited.

This is the " Paine Light " No.

2 : the first was to burn water-this to burn

air.

have become greater, had they been favored in

tages.

In this opinion, however, we have an

Scott, who asserted that a classical education

would have clipped the genius of both Shaks

peare and Burns.

" Fair Science," in selecting so many orna

Thll sea still flows and the wind still blows.

ments of our race, from among the less wealthy

gredients being kaolin, ammonia, and the com

the pride of those who trust in riches and boast

A patent ·was granted for a new soap, the in

mon substances of which is soap is composed j
all mixed up in the soap boiler.

This applica

tion was rej ected at first, the reason given was,
that the claim was based on a principle at va
riance with the chemical knowledge of the Pa
tent Office.

It was however granted freely and

classes, thereby weakens the power and tames

of blood j and blind indeed ' must that man be,

who cannot see that such an influence tends to

elevate the lowly and deserving workers in ma

chine shop and factory j in short, that Science is

Democratic.

.
.-��.�.�----

------�

with excellent grace, when it was shown that it

accorded with discoveries pointed out by Lie

added but a very small increase to the price the substance clearly, some of the chemical pa
say one-tenth-has enhanced the value ten·fold tents issued from the desk of Examiner Gale, and
to the buyer or user. This was the case with will notice the Agricultural Patents next week,

the vulcanizing ()f gum elastic, Imd a thousand

of the earth in science, and points out the in

The number of patents granted at this Exa rational freedom, terming that influence " The
Democracy of Science." This is true. Who

miner's desk for the year, was 1 6 '1 j rej ected

grain, and sold it in the course of about fifteen big in his work on Organic Chemistry. A pa
months, for sixty thousand dollars. A third ob tent was granted for an excellent enamel for
tained a patent for a printer's ink, refused fifty earthenware, consisting of glass one part, lime
thousand dollars, for it, and' finally sold it for one fourth, common salt one-eighth, by weight.
These are thoroughly pulverized and ground up
about sixty thousand dollars.
These are ordi
together, with sufficient water to make them of
nary cases of minor invention, of which hun
a cream-like consistence, when it is put on the
dreds go out of the Patent Office every year.
ware with a brush, and exposed to heat in an
Experience shows that the most profitable pa
enameller's furnace. This avoids the use of
tents are those which do not contain much real
such a bad substance as lelld. Another patent
invention j these, by multiplication (in the
was granted for coating iron with copper, and
things produced) cause number to make up for
consists in cleaning the iron well, then coating
the smallness of the profit in the individual
it with salammoniac in solution j then dipping
case."
it in a bath of molten zinc, and from that into
These statem�nts, coming from the Patent
a bath of molten copper, and holding it therein
Office, confirm a truth often asserted, that pa
until it ceases hissing. It is then withdrawn
tents, when properly managed, are the best
and cooled, when it is found coated with cop
species of property in our country ; and why
per. The surface of the molten zinc, and th(;l
not ? A very small improvement on a threshing
molt911 copper is covered with pounded glass.
machine, straw cutter, printer's ink, a lock or
We have thus briefly noticed, presenting
key, or whatever it may be, while it may have

Watt's great improvement of the steam engine,

death of M. Arago, the eminent French philo

fluence exerted by so many of them in favor of

vessel we presume was employed to confine the
On the evening of
paratus for the Patent Office, as his i.i in his
fluid of our universe.
the 24th ult., Prof. Doremus, of this city, deli
own house,. and the time devoted by him to such
The chemical theory is worse still, for al
vered an able lecture in the Hall of the Medical
experiments, is extra hours. W e hope the ap
though there is latent heat in the gases, no one
College, to demonstrate, chemically, the manner
propriation will b e made, for we believe,
can be deprived of that heat unlesil by transfer.
in which our planet and the universe came into
with him, that many patents for chemi
Now this could not take place by any known
existence. Adopting the nebulous theory of
cal improvements have been refused with
La Place, he laid down three propositions, viz., law, if all the matter of the universe was in a out full and satisfactory reasons for such rejec
state of gae. The law of diffusion belonging to
that this earth was first in a gaseous state,
tions. The least improvement in chemistry,
gases is opposed to this theory, were it not 80,
then fiuid, then solid. To prove this, he said,
whereby a new manufacture.is produced, should
we could have no lien on the atmosphere for a
our planet was round, a form assumed by all
never be rej ected. A new and very simple
day's existence. It is composed of a light and
fluids when rotated, but not by a gas, nor a so
combination of old materials, frequently produ
a heavy gas j the heat of one by no natural law,
lid. This was a very good argument for the
ces very important results. It is stated that
can be transferred to the other nor separated.
previous fluid state of our globe. But how
the number of chemical applications, have
if the nebular hypothesis were true, the nitro
came it to be in a fluid state ? He assumed
greatly increased over former years, and no less
gen (!H4) of the atmosphere would lie on the sur
that its first state must have been gaseous j that
than forty-eight chemical patents were granted
face of our planet, and the oxygen (08) would
is, that all the metals, gold, platina, rhodium,
in 1 8 5 2 . With a number of these we have
lie and revolve on the top of it, in short, there
lime, magnesia, and the whole fifty-nine solid
been well acquainted, as they were obtained
would be no living thing on this globe. The
and fluid substances, of which this earth is com
through our agency-a practical acquaintance
ouly way whereby the rotary movement of the
posed, were in a state of gas. But how came
with chemistry, as applied to the different
earth could be produced, as stated by '-the Pro
they to be in a state of gas ? He never wenf
arts, having been our occupation for II. number
fessor, by the streams " flowing to a common
behind this question, the most difficult of all to
of years. The leading features of some of the
center," would be by the funny theory of a hole
answer, and fron1 the present state of chemis
chemical patents, we present, knowing they are
through the center of the earth spoken of by
try he could not answer it, for there are but
of much interest to all our readers-as chemis
Maupertuis for the tides to run in and the tides
very few substances which can b e reduced to
try, above all sciences, is entwined around every
to run out, then roll and ruil on the surface
gas ; therefore, the conclusion, " they never
branch of art and manufacture. A patent
about-a theory just about as conclusive and
were gaseous," must hold good, until it is dis
granted for manufacturing paraffine, consists
sensible as the one we reviewed last week res
proved. But allowing, . for arguments sake,
in distilling bituminous coal in a retort at a
pecting the tides. Men of science in present
that the whole materials of which this universe
very low red heat j the products �e received
ing any theory should never hide a single
is composed, were once in a state of gas, how
into a worm kept at 5 5 ° Fah. , and the liquid is
known fact opposed to it j to do so is degrading
came this gas to be resolved into a fluid state ?
purified by sulphuric acid and soda in succes
science to individual whim and con,ceit.
Prof. Doremus performed a number of eXPeri
sion. One granted for a new cament consists
The obj ect of all investigation in philosophy
ments, such . as igniting antimony in chlorine
in mixing in water half a bushel of fine slacked
should be truth, the whole truth, and nothing
gas, to show that there was a great amount of
lime with one-fiftieth of its quantity of powdered
but the truth.
resin. This answers well for a hydraulic ce
latent heat in gases, and asserted that " when
..
�.�.------
------�
.
�
.�
.
ment when mixed with sand. , A patent for a
the universe was in a gaseous state, the light
Patent Office Report for 1 8 5 2.·.No. 3 .

lecture, epistle, or debate.

and heat-imponderables-which it possessed,

The Democracy o f Scienc e .

T h e " Philadelphia Ledger," in noticing the

rotation of matter described by Prof. Doremus,

Chemistry of t h e Universe.

The people who pay for use

ful improvements (although the inventors may

wheel secured on an axis to represent the fluid

Curiosity is a prominent feature of the human

other inventions.

69

should rotate round the sun during one revolu

the sun in equal times.

NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 1 2 , 1 8 5 3 .

�mtritan .

Ele ctro Magnetic Engine.

We called a few evenings since to see Profes 

sor Vergues' new Electro Magnetic Engine, for

which a patent was granted last year, ( 1 8 5 2 . )

We think from what we saw of it that it was

far superior to any other that we have examined

except Page's, and we are inclined to think it

may be superior to his.

Unlike most machines

of its class, it can be constructed of any size,

and the large machine will still have a p ropor

tionate power to the model.

We shall examine

this machine again and inform our readers of the

result.

... . ., . ...

PRIZES ! ! PRIZES ! !
The follOwing Splendid Prizes will be given for the
largest list of mail subscribers to the Scientiftc American,
sent in by the tlrat of January next :

$100 for the largest list.
$75 for the 2d largest list.
.50 for the 3d
ditto
f45 for the 4th
ditto

WI for the 5th
t35 for the 6th

ditto
ditto

too for the 7th largest Ilat.
ditto
$25 for the 8th
ditto
$20 for the 9th
$15 for the 10th
ditto
$10 for the 11th . ditto
$5 for the 12th
ditto

The- cash will be paid to the order of the successful
competitors immediately after January 1st. 1854.
The.. prizes are worthy of an honorable and energetic
competition, and we hope our readers will not let an op·

as we have not room to de so in this number of portunity so favorable pass without attention.
the Saientific American.
J;I!I'" For Terms see Prospectus on the last palla.
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Each of the machines mentioned above, and cutters being in the same direction with the

indeed nearly all of those in existence, use a re· axis of the wheel.

ciprocating motion to the knives.

Ketchum,

compact, portable, preserved food is of great
importance to our country.

Our inventors have nearly all, with good rea·

One pound of it

contains as much nutriment as eight pounds of

however, has a patent for an endless chain of son, discarded the " cart before
the horse " beef. It can be carried in canisters from pole
knives which rotate around rollers at each end plan of placing the horses behind the machine, to pole without fear of spoiling. It is exceed·
of the bar, thus moving constantly in one di· but in so doing they have encountered another ingly useful for seamen and travellers, and in
rection.

The difficulty of keeping this in order difficulty, viz., the side draft upon the team. this respect it is more valuable for our people,
we apprehend is sufficient' to prevent its use, it Two plans have been adopted for avoiding this who are such great sailors and travellers, than
is at any rate certain that the inventor himself serious difficulty.
Manny and one or two any other p eople in the world.
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTs-Reaping and
... . ,. . ..
prefers the reciprocating knife. Varions at· others have placed an extra pair of wheels in
Sanatory View of the Beard and Monstache.
Mowing Machines.-We have frequently refer·
tempts have also been made to use circular cut· front of the machine, to which the team is at·
Our attention has been frequently directed by
red within the past summer and previously to
tel's, but we consider the time and money spent tached, this removes the side draft, but the
correspondents to the question of " allowing the
the different reaping and mowing machines be·
upon them wholly wasted, as there are several arm holding th@ cutters is liable to swing back,
beard to grow for the purposes of health."
fore the public, and have once enumerated
practical difficulties in the way of their use.
and it also renders the machine more complex Some have directed our attention to a recent
those at the Crystal Palace. But as we find the
FIG. 1.
and costly. Another and the best plan hither· article on the subject which appeared in " Dick·
agricultural and mechanical public are deeply
to proposed is the one adopted by Ketchum ens' Household Words," and one has been so
Interested in those machines, we propose to de·
and others, viz., placing the pole of the ma·
kind as to send us the said article cut from
vote another article to their consideration,
chine between the main wheel and the cutter·
one of onr cotemporaries, with a few of his own
Our read@rs are doubtless aware that there
bar, but this renders it necessary to increase
remarks appended, approving of wearing the
are two cutting principles employed in these
the length of the connecting rod, and conse· beard and moustache in all their glory.
machines, the sickle.edge used by McCormick,
quently its weight, and the vibration of this
We have no doubt but the moustache and
repres�tted at A, fig. 1, and the smooth V·sha·
consumes nnnecessarily much of the power of
beard will be universally worn by our people
ped cutters introduced in this country by Obed
the machine.
in the course of four years from the present
Hussey, seen at B, same figure. 'fhese two in·
We have remarked on former occasions that date j we thus judge from the great number
ventors, to whom patents were first issued in
no machine hitherto constructed possessed a
who wear them now, in our city, in comparison
1 834 deserve the credit of having been the first
to attract public attention to this class of inven·
tions in this country and also in Europe.

Their

first machines, like most other new inventions,
were nearly worthless-we know of some now
lying in the barns of farmers which were years
ago condemned as nuisances.

But they perse·

vered amidst difficulties, triumphed, and have
received a rich reward.
,Ve will endeavor to state the peculiar ad·
vantages and disadvantages of these two princi·
pIes of cutting.

The sickle edge is adopted by

many of these inventors because it seldom or
never requires sharpening, the rough edge be·
ing sufficient to saw off the straw j but it will
not cut green straw without choking, and our

best agriculturists teach that grain should be
cut before the straw is dry.

The sickles also

require a reel, · and the reel is not only a cumber·
some part of the machine, but if the grain is as
ripe as it should be to cut readily with the
sickles, i t is liable to be badly shelled by the
reel,-we have heard farmers complain, loud·

ly on this account.

Further

than this

the

sickles never can su� cessfully cut our ea�tern
grasses.

The coarse grass of the prairies mlly

doubtless be cut by them, but put them in
green or damp timothy or clover, and they will
not cut it.

We state what we know, hence we

warn the public against being deceived by in·
terested parties, who recommend their machines

for mowing as well as reaping.

The principal objection which has been urged
against the V·shaped cutter, is that it requires
to be ground once or twice each day, but as we

sufficient degree of simplicity.

The machines with the number who displayed them five years
are intended for the nse oHarmers, and farmers
ago. None but foreiguers wore them then,
Attempts have also been made to u s e two
are generally poor mechanics, hence a ma· now they are worn by one·eighth of our male
sets of reciprocating V·shaped knives cutting
chine which in the hands of an intelligent me· population.
against each other like shears, but we are con·
chanic would be a beautiful and efficient imple·
The masons and millers in the cities of Liver·
fident that these will always be liable to choke
ment, is wholly worthless when intended for pool, Edinburgh, and Glasgow have adopted the
in damp grass ; knives vibrating on a pivot have
their nse, as a slight derangement of its parts moustache as a health preservative, and during
al�o been invented j but these are liable to the
which conld be remedied in five minutes, if the past winter the engineers and other employ·
same objection. ,Ve are therefore inclined
neglected, will lead to a break that may cost a ees on the Scottish Central Railroad wore the
from the considerations we have mentioned to
heavy bill for repairs, besides the inconvenience beard by the recommendation of Dr. Simpson,
give the preference to a reciprocating V·shaped
of causing the farmer to stop his work and and have addressed a letter to their Superinten·
cutter, although we admit that for reaping
post off to the nearest machine shop.
dent, describing the benefits they derived from
alone, there is some reason for preferring the
But our readers will expect us to say some· such a habit, and recommended its general
sickle on the ground of its requiring no sharp·
thing about the comparative merits of the diffe· adoption by all those in similar occupations.
ening.
rent machines. We know this is delicate
Ten minutes of time spent in shaving every
The shape of the guard tooth also has taxed
gronnd, but we . must be allowed to express our day amounts to one hour and ten minutes every
the ingenuity of our mechanics, and very many
opinions candidly, and we shall do so, let the week, or nearly 2t days in one year. If in
of the patents issued have been based upon it.
consequences be what they may. For cutting this city there are 60,000 men who each consnme
A, figure 2, represents a side view of the
grass we have no hesitation in saying that Ketch· this time yearly in shaving, it amounts in the
thQ common form of guard tooth, showing the
um's is the best mllchine, in our opinion, yet aggregate to 150,000 days in one year, all of
aperture through which the knife plays, which
offered to the American public. It is as simple which would be saved by wearing the beard.
it will be remembered is found in all guard
as any other, requires but little room, and is But then what is to become of barbers and
teeth ; 1YlcCormick;s is of the shape represented
capable of doing all its proprietors claim for it. Sheffield razors ? There is nothing, we admit,
at B j the object of this is to retain the grain
And we will further say that this is the only that would so readily reconcile any man to the
in the shoulder at the hinder part of the tooth,
machine that we know which will cut all kinds inconvenience of an upper lip ornament as a
while it is acted upon by the sickle. This is a top
of grass without clogging.
bad razor. If the beard conduces to health
view j C represents a top view of Forbu�h's
As a mower, the only room for impro· then it should never be shaved. Clergymen,
tooth. These guard teeth, it will be remember·
ving it is by devising some new mode of ac above all other classes, we believe, would be
ed, are designed to answer a two·fold purpose
quiring the necessary amount of motion, but gainers by wearing the beard, it would in many
-to act as a fixed base against which the grass
we still say that a perfect machine should reap cases prevent bronchitis, a disease with which
may be pressed by the cutters, and also to
as well as mow.
they are peculiarly afflicted ; they, however, will
shield the cutters from injnry by stones or other
As a Reaper, McCormick has won for his an be the last to adopt the whisker, as they are so
obstructions.
enviable notoriety. More of them have been conspicuously shaven and shorn. Among the
FIG. 2.
made and sold than of any other, and probably Anglo·saxon race the beard was universally
those

hold that these machines should be so construct·
ed as to mow as well as reap, we are induced

is

A V·shaped knife is liable to draw the

a

green leaves of the grass into the guard teeth,
Ketch·

blades of his knives, which, by the action of its

also

an

excellent

Seymour & Morgan's
machine.

Hussey's

is

well known machine, and we prefer his cut·

worn in the days of Shakspeare, and even old
John Bunyan displayed the moustache.

Fu·

shions m dress, and wearing the hair in various
modes, revolve in circles, and now the reign of
the beard has begun.

.. ,� . .
Patent Medicines in Kentucky.

Resolved, That a committee be appointed by
ly deserves great credit for his mechanical inge·
nuity, its motions are almost life·like, and his this society, whose duty it �hall be to memorial·
machines will do the work expected of them ize the next Legislature of Kentucky to pass a

edges upon the bottom of the guard teeth (and
this is the only part liable to be clogged) re·
For·

well, so long as they are in good order, but law making it obligatory upon apothecaries,
druggists, and all venders of medicines, to place

bush attempts to do this by the employment of

they are liable to lhe objection we have stated,

a peculiar shaped guard tooth, but we have

too great complexity. The same objections a label on every article of patent medicines or
will, we think, apply to Denton's, the unneces· nostrum of any descri tion sold by them, which
sary complexitJ in both these instances increas· label shall have written or printed in plain Eng·

p

seen no evidence of his success, and from the
construction of his tooth we do not think he has
McCormick's, of Chicago, Manny's, ofFreeport,

It, however,

At a recent meeting of the Kentucky State
stated that in England Hussey uses the sickle.
Atkin's Automaton Raker has also of late at· Medical Society, the following resolution was
tracted much attention. The inventor certain· unanimously adopted :

punching an elongated aperture through the

removed the difficulty.

improvements,

tel' to McCormicks, although we have seen it

um has successfully removed this difficulty by

moves the leaves and prevents choking.

recent

plans may be attached.

But this is not the only difficnlty to be encoun·

and filling them to choke the machine.

his

has no raker, though any of the proposed

to give our preference to this form of the knife.
teredo

embracing

have for dry grain no superior.

The reciprocal motion in all these machines

Atkins', of Chicago, Denton's, of Peoria, Illi· is obtained by a crj1nk, which in turn derives
nois j Seymonr & 1Iorgan's, of Brockport, New its motion more or less remotely from the dri·

lish upon it the name and quantity of each arti·

ing greatly the first cost.

We say then, there i� yet great room for im·

cle entering into its composition.-(Ex.

[We would amend the above resolution by
provement in reaping and mowing machines,
adding after the words " patent medicines,"
notwithstanding
the
many
patents
which
have
York, cnt with the sickle j Hnssey's, of Balti· ving wheel of the machine. Now it is very de·
(which have no existence)" and all doctors' pre
mOre, Md. ; Ketchum's, of Buffalo, Burrall's, of sirable to obtain this motion by the use of a sin· been granted during the past three years, and scriptions." It is well known that doctors do
w�
expect
that
some
of
our
ingenious
mecha·
Geneva, and Forbush's, of Buffalo, N. Y., use the gle gearing, but the difficulty has been the im·
not write their prescriptions in plain English, but
V·shaped cutters.
We believe every one possibility of obtaining sufficient motion to pro· nics will yet enrich themselves and benefit the
use Latinized old chemical terms, such as fer·
public
by
producing
a
"
simple
"
machine
that
of their machines, Ketchum's, Denton's, and pel the cutters with the required velocity. It
rum for iron, argent for silver, &c., they also
Seymour & 1forgan's excepted, are recom· would not avail to increase the size of the dri· will mow, reap, and rake.
employ peculiar signs of weight and measure.
mended to cut twth grass and grain, but as we ving wheel to which the gearing is now general.
Meat Biscuit.-No article in the Crystal Pa·
Surely the physicians of Kentucky cannot ob.
have already stated, the sickle harvesters can· ly attached, as this would cause the wheel to lace is of more importance than the " Patent
ject to applying the same rule to themselves
not successfully do this, and we have no evi· pass .over more ground in making a revolution, Meat Biscuit " of Gail Borden, Jr. It was on ethi·
which they seek to apply to others.
dence that any machino hitherto constructed neither can the size of the cogs be sufficiently bition at the World's Fair in London, and took
.. , _ , ...
has accomplished this most desirable feat, and diminished, as this would render them too weak one of the first prize medals.
to resist the strain.

So very highly

A powder mill at Spencer, Mass., was blown

Another difficulty in the was this American prodnction esteemed, that up on the 4th inst.. Five persons were killed.
will prove the fortune of the inventor, eSPQcial· employment of single gear, is the liability of so the celebrated chemist who was Chairman of the The concussion and war of elements ex4ibited
we doubt not that a machine which will do it,

ally if combined with a self-raking apparatus, large a wheel to slip out of gear, as bevel gear· Jnrors declared it was " one of of the most im· a terrifill scene.
which no reaper 2hould bo without.

ing is necessarily employed, the motion of tha portant discoverieil of the age.
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No less than sixty kegs o f

Its value, as a I powder exploded.
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TO CORRESPONDE.'VTS.

�

S. G. B., of Oh o.-Your plans are wholly futile and
worthless. We advise you to abandon them entirely.

J. P. D., of Pa.-You had better send us your model
with a full description, and we then can give you cor·
rect advice. Your discovery has been noticed to prove
priority. for your benefit.
L. W.. of Vt.-The lead inside of your pipo is an oxyae.
and a poison. Soft is morc dangerous than hard water
in lead pipe. A work on drawing published by Blacki

�

& Son, Fulton street, this city, would suit you, price 50
cts. per number. The other on landscape rawing we
cannot say anything about.

d

W. C . A.. of Mo.-The Postmaster has charged you dou
ble postage, and ought to refund it. If h e does not
know the law and cannot comprehend its meaning,
some one should be appointed who can.

J. C . It., of Pa.-You had better address Mr. Latham,
at 'Vashington, D. C. ·We cannot give the information.

R . W., Jr . • of N. Y.-We believe that your solf-fasten·
ing lock would be very useful and valuable.

J. K .. of California.-We have demonstrated the ques·
tion a number of times, of lead sinking to the bottom
of the ocean to any depth ; it is quite true that the At·
lantic Ocean has been sounded to the depth of foul'
miles.

R. �f. R., of Ill.--The fixing of the coJors on a daguer.
reotype plate would indeed be a fine discovery. A great
many patents have been taken out for improvements in
carriage wheels.

J. G., of Ala.-A common way of seasoning lumber
here, is just to dry it in a close brick room, in which a
common stove is placed. After the fire is kept up for

some time, a window is opened to let out the moisture.
Brick flues are safer than an iron stove. Bulkley's plan
i s a good one ; i t i s done with steam heat. His residence
is Lafayette, Ind.

O . P. W . • of Conn.-BY your description all the im.
provement is in setting the lathe to make only one revolu
tion instead of 30 or 40. Is there not some other feature
which you have not described '? The result is good, and
we believe you have made a p a tentable improvement

but you must describe at greater length to enable us to

judge correctly.

J. C. R, Of Iowa.-\Ve have learned since replying to
you last, tha.t }�r . Meisiner , 169 1i'l'ont street, this city, is
agent for the Prussian Needle Gun.

J. N. P., of l\Iass.-¥our specification we amended as
you suggesteu, and sent it to the Patent Office. 'Ye will
endeavor to get your engraving into our next number.
'Y. S., of Pa.-Your letters patent were duly recei ved .
The 25 extra papers will cost you one dol lar.

J. C., of C.-Your plan to propel a vessel, by pistons
working in horizontal tubes communicating with the

stern is not neW. It was firs t proposed by the Earl of
Stanhope, it cannot answer so well as the paddle wheel.
,.ye have the same device illustrated in one of our works.

J. 'Y. Y. of Ark.-There i s nothing new or patentable
in your suggestion about the crank and walking beam
engine. Neither do we see any advantage likely to grow
out of it.

p.

C. C., of Ga.-There is no work on mining t at will ap�
proach to giving you the information you desire. By a

study of geology you might in time be able to determine
the ores likely to be found underneath the ground from
the general appearance of the surface. $3 placed to your
cred it.

H. G. R., o f Tenn.-Your Heaper is old and worthless.
Send $15.

H. S. W., of Ga.-Engravings cost from 5 to 25 dollars.
'Vc cannot tell how much yours would cost without ex
amining the invention.

D. B-, ofN. J.-Ifyou have the artiele wanted you
can take the prize. You had better when here examine
all the conditions attending the introduction of the
feeder.
J.F., of Oh io.-Your improvement in railroad car axl e s

is n o t new.

,Ye h a v e had the s a m e thing in our ofii c e

within the past two years-inventors name not remem�
bered.

R. A. P., of Tenn.-You had better at.lure�s O. A. Mann

Troy, N. Y.

He makes small engines to order.

J". N. R, of S. C.-'Yc cannot advise how you can

make the clock profitable to yourself.

You had better

ascertain how far railroad companies would take an in

terest in it by purchase, this you can do by correspon

dence .

R. W . , of L . I.-'Ve cannot afford you a n y satisfactory
information of the instrument for relieving deafness.
.-There is no patentable novelty in
J. S., of

--

your method of making ic e houses.

E . M., of N. C.-1Ve do not remember Of any patent for
making paper of reeds. You had better look over the
official list of patents published in the Scientific Ameri

can.
N. 'V. W., ofOhio.-vVe think you cannot obtain Na
pier's Metallurgy in this country.

G. P)Putnam & 00,

of this city can import it.
J. B. U., of Ct.-'l'redgold on the steam engine is pub.
lished in London. You can procure it through Messrs.
Blackie & Sons, 117, Fillton ,treet, New York.
N. n. S., of Ind.-If the instrument is new it could be
patented, but the iuea of app�ingelectricity to the cure
of disease is old and well known.

N. R., o f N . Y.-YoW' alleged improvements i n auger
handles embraces no patentable device. A model of the
same thing was i n our possession more than a year since

G. W., of Pa.-Send us a sketch of your pump and we
will examine it. You are corre ct in thinking we do such

things.

D . J., of Pa.-We do not think an elevated railway will
b e constructed in Broadway a t present. The track will
b e laid in the street like other city railroads. Your sub�

�mtritan

G. S" of Pa.-Your sketches show both fans running in
the same manner, a mistake on your part. The blades

ADVERT I S E ME N T S .

as in No. 1, should strike down at the back end of the

fan case, driving out the air in line with the pipe.

Terms of Advertising.

'Vm. Ferrel, Mount Holly, N. J., wishes to know where

4 lines, for each insertion,
8

Gray's Patent Hay Scales are manufactured.

C. M. S .. of Mass.-Such iaeaB as you have in regard

J. W. P .. of Ill.-We have published an engraving of

Richardson's Atmospheric Telegraph, i t is patented.
Your plan is similar to one we saw four years ago.

W . L. K., of Ohio.-We don't think much of your plan
It could not in our

from derangement

inventions.

We nevar take pecuniary interest in

J. C. W., of N. J.-AUen's patent for raising a,nd 10wer�

ing carriage tops was i�sued in 1850.

J. T . G., of N. J.-By ref.rence to the back volumes of

the " Scientlfic American," you can find a receipt for good
whitewash.

Three weeks before the expiration of a sub

scription we send a notice to tha.t effect.

B. W., Jr., of Pa.-You cannot secure a patent for ro

tary cutters used in mowing machines.

·We have fre

quently had models and sketches sent to us of this dQ�

MPOR'I'A..1V'I' TO INVENTORS.-The undersigned

irib�J&B5� �;�:l�

for the week ending Saturday, Nov. 5 :-

J. F. F., of S. C. $1»,77 ; B. L., ofN. Y., $30 ; D. P. B .. of

Cal., $30 ; F. H. W., of Ga., $60 ; J. A. A., of Va., $30 ; J.

H. R., of N . Y., $60 ; G. M. R., of N. Y., $5 ; H. N., of Pa .

.

$55 ; C . V. A., of N . Y., $50 ; J. P. M .. of N. Y., $8 ; F . &

K .. of Mass., $30 ; J. R. A., of N. Y., $15 ; M. J., of Va.,

$40 ; S. B., of Mass .. $25 ; W. G., Jr., of N. Y., $)]5 ; C.W.
B . , of N . J., $30.

Specifications and

drawings belonging

to parties with

the following initials have been forwarded to the Patent
Office during the week ending Saturday, Nov. 5 :-

J. P. M., of N . Y. ; F. & K., of Mass . ; S. B., of Mass . ;

J. R. A. , of N . Y.I: W. & T., of Md. ; J. C., of Ill. ; S. H.,
of N Y. ; G. & II .. of N. Y. ; N. T . . of N. Y.
:
-"

..

� -...

u

A ehap t e r of S gg e

stions , &c.

ALL GONE, ALL GONE.-At the commencement of the
presen t volume, we printed 5,000 extra copies, which

\ve concluded would be �u1ficient for the subsequent
demand.

It is now but eight weeks since Volume

Nine was commenced, and to the disappointment of

many we are obl�ged to announce that the entire edi�
tions of two numbers, 1 and 2, are all gone, and that

we shall not be able to furnish the back numbers to
any parties who order after this date.

MISSING NUMBERIl-Mail Subscribers who have failed to

receive some of the numbers of Vol. 8, are informed

that we are able to supply them with any of the num·

bel'S, from 1 to 52, EXCEPT the following, and these we

are ENTIRELY out of-Nos. 2, 3, 4, 10, 12, 14. 15, 16, 17, 18,

19. 20, 21. 22, 25, 26, 47, 48, 49, 50, 52.

To CORRESPONDENTS.-Condense your ideas into as brief
space as possible, and write them out legibly, always

remembering to add your name to the coromunicaOtm .

anonymous latters receive no attention at this office:

If you have questions to ask. do it in as few words as

possible, and if you have some invention to describe,

come right to the busine�s at the commencement of

your letter, and not till up the best part of your sheet

In making apologies for having the presumption to ad
dress us.

We are always willing to impart inf�ation

if we have the kind solicited.

PATENT LAWS• .AND GUIDE TO INVENTORs-We

publish

and have for sale. the Patent Laws of th. United States

-the pamphlet contains not only the laws but all infor
mation touching the rules and regulations of the Pa
tent office.

Price 12 1-2 cents per copy.

BINDING.-We would suggest to those who desire to have

their volumes bound, that they had better send their
numbers to this office, and have them executed in a
uniform style with their previous volumes.

binding 75 cents .

Price of

RECEIPTs-1Vhen money is paid at the office for subscrip

tions, a receipt for it will always be given, but when

subscribers remit their money by mail, they may con

sider the arrival of the first paper a bonafide acknow·
ledgment of the receipt of their funds.

BACK NUMBERS AND VOLUMEs-In reply to many interro.

gatories as to what back numbers and volumes of the

Scientific American can b e furnished, we make the fol·

lowing statement : Of Vols. I, 2, 3, and 4-none.

Of

Of Vol. 7,

Of

Vol. 5, all but six numbers, price, in sheets, $1 ;.bound.
$1,75. Of Vol. 6, all ; price in sheets, $2 : bound. $2,75.
all ; price, in sheets, $2 ; bound, $2,75.

Vol. 8, all ; price. in sheets, $2 ; bound. $2,75.

GIVE INTELLIGIBLE DIRECTIONs-"We often receive litters

with money enclosed, requesting the paper sent for the

amount of the enclosure, but no name of State given .
and often with the name of the post-office also omitted

Persons should be careful to wri te their names plainly
when they address publishers, and to name the post

office at which they wish to receive their paper, and

the State in which the post·office is located.

PATENT CLAIMs-Persons desiring the claim of any inven

tion which has been patented within fourteen years,

can obtain a copy by addressing a letter to this officei

stating the name of the patentee, and enclosing $1 for

fees for copying .

they are o n interesting 5ubjects, and have never ap

d o so a t our rates.

American and Foreign Patent
Agency.

and

A. D. H., of Geo.-Direct to House Telegraph Compa

J. T., of Canada.-If you wish to advertise your ma
chine in the " ' Scientific American," you a.re a t liberty

======

I having for several years been extensively engaged in
procuring Letters Patent for new mechanioal and chem�
ical inventions, offer their services to inventors upon the
most reasonable terms. All business entrusted to their
breakage of parts.
J. W. G., of N. Y.-Yours will be corrected next week. charge is strictly confidential. Private consultations are
held with inventors at their office from 9 A. M., until 4
J. B. S., ofPa.-Your initials must go in, we cannot P. M. Inventors, however, need not incur the expense
of attending in person, as the preliminaries can all be
place a fictitious name on such an article.
arranged by letter. Models can be sent with safety by
C . Van U., o f N . Y.-1Ve will give your's attention next express, or any other convenient medium. They should
week.
not be over 1 foot square in size, if possible.
Having Agents located in the chief cities of Europe.
S. L. R., of N. Y.-The Juries of the Crystal Palace
our facilities for obtaining Foreign Patents are unequal
were selected, we believe, by B. Silliman, Jr., B. P. John_ led. This branch of our business receives the especial
son, and Samuel 'Vebber. There are fifteen Juries a1) attention of one of the members of the firm. who i s pre
pared to advise with inventors and manufacturers at all
pointed : no exhibitor competing for a prize was allowed times,
e
relat
to be on a Jury.
i t c American Office,
128 Fillton street. New York,
Money received on account of Patent Office business

liability of accident arising

PATENTEEs-Remember we are always willing to execute

ny. New York City ; this we suppose to be sufficient.

prAll advertisements must be paid for before insert

ing.

opinion afford any advantage, and would increase the

Pease's rotary steam en·

scription expires with No. 22.

gine embraces the feature suggested in your letter.

$3 00

neither can engravings be inserted in the advertising

Consult some maker about your chair improve

for improving the paddle wheel.

n

coiumns at any price.

serve ourselves and all our friends in this way if we
ment.

$2 25

Advertisements exceeding 16 lines ea not be admitted ;

'Ve cannot put any one in the way

of making money-this art is not in our line, we would
could.

$1 50

16

You should not engage i n too many

things at one time.

76 eta

12

to inventions, you should develope before offering them

for examination.

71

+

and publish engravings of your inventions, providing

peared in any other publication.

No engravings a.re

inserted in our columns that have appea.red in any
other journal in this country, and we mu�t be permit

ted to ha.ve the engraving� executed to suit our own
colu.mns in size and style.

Barely the expense of the.

engraving is cha.rged by us, and the wood-cuts may �be

claimed by the inventor, and subsequently used to ad

vantage in other journa.ls.

FOREI(,;N SUBSCRIBERs-Our Canada and Nova Scotia pa

trons are solicited to compete with our citizens for the

valuable prizes offered. on the present volume.

[It is

Important that all who roside out of the States should
remember to !!lend 25 cents additional to the published
rates for each yearly subscriber-that amount we are

oblIged to pre-pay on postage.]

CHA I,ENG E i-Ope n t o all now
engaged in manufacturing Spark Ar�
resters. Sweet. Thompson & Co., manufacturers of Sa
muel Sweet's Patent Spark Arrester for Locomotives, pa�
tented October 25. 1853, challenges without reserve any
builder of Spark Arresters for $1.000, to furnish on trial as
perfect an instrument af'l: they are now offering to Rail
road Companies. 1.'his Spark Arrester produces the fol
lowing result, viz.-lst. It perfectly arrest� the sparks ;
2d. It furnishes a perfect freedom;of draught, quite equal
to the open chimney : 3rd. It is simple i n its construe·
tion , durable, handsomely proportione d , and from 15 to
00 per cent. of fuel is saved by its use. We have the most
undoubted certificates to prove the above �tatem ent from
the followin g railroad companies : New York ann }�rie.
Paterson, N. Y. and Harlem. Philadelph i a and Colum
bia, etc. etc. The undersi�ned will furnish one of their
Spark Arresters to any Railroad company on trial, for
o
f
n dt
r
t
OV
n
e
ciate with Companies for the right of use, or to furnish
from our manufactory any number that may be ordered,
with dispateh.
SWEET, THOMPSON & CO.
Room No. 28 N . Y. and Harlem Freight D epot, corner
1*
of White and Elm sts., New York.

L

$1 0 00

�ffi g�r�e�ci�� J!�f�� Yf rw �;: ;����� �� �:�
- ----

T�: !��t�.�:!X':v�nit�o� �r!:�� ���sSt����[o� ��'X
ready sale : costs 75 cents-selIR for $2. Drawings and
g

directions sent on receipt of $3. Also the Pocket Dic�
tionary of Mechanical and Mathematical tArms for mechanics, inventors, patent agents. &c. Mailed on re·
s, by PRESCO T E D MU D
t
,

�8'iS�l� ���j';:t,�:��ny�

li

UPPER'" STAIR·BUlLDER'S GUIDE-The ca·
C.pyright of this valuable Architectural work for sale,
with the remainder of the fildition on hand. Any person
wishing to devote his time a:nd attention to the sale of
tJ:tis book, might realize a handsome fortune : 20.000 co
pIes ($6 per copy), with proper management, can be sold
in the United States. Ad dress or apply to Wm. GOW
ANS, 178 E'ulton st: New York.
1*
N

PETER STUBS.

Barrister, Attorney at Law and Notary Public.
9tf
St. John, N. B.

NGI�EERING.-The

undersigned is prepared to
furmsh spec!fications, estimates, plans in general or
detaIl ofsteamshlps, steamboats, propellers, high and low
pre.ssll-re engines, .boilers and machinery of every de
scrIption. Broker III steam vessels, machinery, boilers,
&c. General Agent for Ashcroft's Steam and Vacuum
Gaug;es, Allen & Noyes' Metallic, Self�adjusting Conical
Packmg, Faber'S Water Gauge, Sewell's Salinometers,
Dudgeon's Hydraulic Lifting Press, Roebling's Patent
Wire Rope for hoisting and steeriug purposes, etc . • etc.
CHARLES W. COPELAND,
7 1S*
Consulting Engineer, 64 Broadway-

E

n
-- UDSOc'V

MACHlNI� WORKS-;;'d Iron
-at Hudson City, N. Y., are prepared to contract
for castings for railroads, bridges, buildings. gas pipes
and posts, water pipe, cast· iron ornamental floors, can�
non, &c. Steam engines and boilers. high and low pres
I!lure. �ugar mills, Cornish lUting and forcing pumps for
mines, also superior hydraulic pumps and presses, and
superior machinists' tools made to order. Especial attention given to the making of patent machines. 01'del'S by mail will receive prompt attE'ntion.

-F�nd-;:Y

ity
1���e���� �o7��
Sm

T. H . L ANG. (Iat.e forem a n at
WorkS), F. COOK, H . McCLELLAND.

LACK J,EAD (''R{;CIBLES-Of superior quality,
B warra.nted f'aual to any manufactured in the
World, by D . H . PURINTON, of Somerset, Mass. 7 5*
OLYTECH NIC

UOLLEG��-Of the Stat. ofPenn·

sylvania, Routh·west corner o f l\'1arket st, and west
P
Penn Square. Philadelphia. 'i'his College, incorporat.ed

by the Legislature, April, 1853, h! designed to afford a
thorough profe8sional education to students intended for
Engineering, Mining, Agriculture, and the Mechanical
and Chemical Arts. The Trustees announce that the
J�ectures on Chemistry and its application to the Arts,
will be commenced in the Lecture Room of the College,
by Prof. Alfred L. Kennedy, M. D., on Tuesday, Nov; 16t,
at 12 o'clock, M., and be continued on Mondays. Tues
days, Thursdays. and Fridays, throughout the Session.
The Analytical Laboratory i s also open for Fltud ents in
Practical Chemistry.
MATTHEW NEWKUK,
President Board of Trustees.
JOHN MCINTYRE, Sec'y.
82

ACH 1J\'ERY.-S . C. HILLS, No. 12 Platt-st., N. Y.

M dealer in
Lathes. Universal

Steam Engines, fBoilers, Iron Planers,
Chucks, Drills : Kas€" s, Von Schmidt's

and other Pumps : Johnson's Shingle Machines ; Wood�
worth'�, Daniel's� and Law's Plarfing Machines i Dick's
Presses, Punches, and Shears ; Morticing a.nd Tennoning
Machines ; Belting ; Machinery O i l, Beal's Patent Cob
and Corn Mille ; Burr Mill and Grindstones ; Lead and
Iron Pipe, &c. Letters, to be noticed, must be post-paid.
ltf eow

.

OAP STO E-An extensive' strata of fine �oap
Stone, ()r what is more c()]nmonly known 119 French
r .s s 'VM. H E NRY,

S

MERICAN ENGINEERS ASSISTANT.-Lately
Apublished.-The American Engineer, Draftsman and
Machinist's Assistant, designed for Practical Working
men, Apprentices. and those intended for the Engineer
ing profession, illustrated with 200 wood cuts, and 14
large engraved Lithographic Plates, of recently con
structed American Machinery and Engine Work ; by
Oliver Byrne. Embracing-Mathematical and Drawing
Instruments, Geometrical Problems. Brackets and Pillow
BlockS, Lubricators, and Electric Steam Gauge. Horse
Power, Parallel motions, The Indicator, Safety Valves,
High Pressure Engines, Steamship Engines and Boilers,
Rotary Engine. Locomotives, Screw Propellers, Ericsson's
Caloric Engine, &c., &c. The work is pubJished in one
large 4to vol . . handsomely bound, and sold a t the low
price of$5. It will b e sent to any part of the United
States free of Postage. on receipt of the amount by mail
A liberal discount·made to Agents and Booksellers. Ad
dress, C. A. BROWN & CO. Publishers, N. W. Cor. of
6 6
,4th and Arch streets, Philadelphia.
ATTS, BELCHElt &; CO.-Machinists, Manu
facturer3 of Steam Engines, Lathes, Planing M a
chines, a n d Machinists' Tools of a ll descriptions. Job
bing promptly attended to. llassaic Works, Passaic st
Newark, N. J. WM. WATTS, ZACHARIAH BELCHER
6 4*
& GEO. WATTS.

W

OCHRA..1V ' " QUAR'J'Z URUSHER-These ma
chines having proved by practical operation at
various gold mines their superIOrity over all others, for
pulverising Quartz Rock, are recommended with conti.
dence to parties in want of such machinery. A machine
can b e seen i n daily operation i n this city, on applica
JOHN S. BUSSING & CO ..
tion to
32 Cliff street, N. Y.
4 8t

C

L'REK.<\'

N

�v.0'

�i��: �. 1jf.� t���;�;�o., ;��

GO

LD

SEPARATOR-This machine
scientific and practi
C
g p
a
a
three feet square, and very trifling power, is capable of
amalgamating one ton per hour, with great ease and
perfection, without any loss of quicksilver wllatever
They are portable, and delivered in boxes ready for
shi>pment. Price 1};300 each. }'urther information can ibe
obtained on application t o JOHN S. BUSSING & CO.,
32 Cliff street, N. Y.
4 8t

E has been thoroughly tested by

� f�������:t ���:r���uA���1: t��Pt�tY� � t�

HE �IC'V HAVJ<;:V MANUJ<'A U'l' URiNG UO.
New Haven, Conn., having purchased the entire
right of E. Harrison's Flour and Grain .Mill, for the Uni
ted States and Territories, for the term of five years, are
now prepared to furniHh said mills at short no ti c e . These
mills are unequalled by any other mill in use, and will
grind from 20 to 30 bushels per hour of fine meal, and
will run 24 hours pel' day, without heating, as the mills
are self·cooling. ffhey weigh from 1400 to 1500 lbs., of the
best French burr stone, 30 inches in diameter ; snugly
packed in a cast-iron frame. price of mlll $200, packing
$5. Terms cash. Il'urther p articulars can lJe had by
t
or to S. C. llILLS, a
b
n
P
:
't s
o l

T

��'ii��t B �: � p�t ��: N��

with without s

professional

assortment of the above Instruments, which h e partly
imported direct from the most celebrated makers in Eu�
rope and partly had manufactured under his own per�
sonai supervision. The undersigned would particularly
invite attention to his very larire and complete Msort
ment of the justly celebrated Swiss l\'Iathematical Draw
ing Interuments, for the sale of which in this cwuntry he
ha.s the sale Agency, and which he can furnish
from
$3 to $200 per case. Orders from any part of the Union
pr
y
t
l ·elphia.

at
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e
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LANING, TONGUING , ANI) G It 0 0 V I N G 
BEARDSLEE'S PATENT.-Practical Dperation of
these Machines throughout every portion of tbe United
States, in working all kinds of wood, has proved them to
be superior to any and all others. rl'he work they pro
duce cannot be equalled by the hand plane. They WOl'k
from 100 to 200 feet, linear measure, per minute. One
f
1
e
s
W
1l 1
e e
e
t
I
of feet Spruce fiooring in ten months .. Working models
informa·
further
Palace,where
can be seen at the Crystal
tion can be obtained, or of the patentee at Albany, N. Y
GEO. W. BICARDSLEE.
1 tf
P

�� lel:l����6ih � ��;� fh��o�: r: �{ 1��� �1

ARSONS'

SELF.STRA INING >iA'V-H equir o s
only ten pounds' wdght to strain it, and combines
e
f
a
r
a
i
c
l
cut as much lumber with one-fourth less power, and i s
i n succeEisful use in five States. A working model is i n
the Crystal Palace, where further information c a n be
had, or of the proprietor at ·Wilkesbarre, Penn., JAMES!.
JONES. S._K PARSONS, Agent.

P

�T ��::�� �ri � ?e��� ��� � �il� {��t ?� �;d� ��lii
-�--- .�--.--- -_ .

-r

SAAC B. FU'fVOYE
ATI�NTS OF INV � 'I'I O �
Patent Agent, Quebec, undertakes to 1!focure let�
tel's patent of invention for the Province 'df Canada
I. B. F. will dispose of any kind of Patented Articles on
4 tf
Commission.

I< N

P

...
CHANUE '1'0 MARE iUO XEY' find
profitable employment in sf'lling

------ --_

_----_. _-- -

Agents will
a valuable
invent.ion, by calling on Geo. �'DONNELL, 305 Pearl st.
7 3*
N. Y.

A

D. ELY, Counsellor at La.w, 52 1Vashington street.
• Boston, will give particular attention to Patent
Cases. Refers to Messn:; Munn & Co., Scientific American.
l tf
�
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o
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EONARD'S MACHINERY DEPO'J',

1 0 9 , Pearl
L st., and 60 Beeaver, N. Y.-Leather Banding Manu·
factory, N. Y.- Machinist's ToolS, a' large assortment
from the � � Lowell Machine Shop," and other celebrated
makers. Also, a general supply of mechanics' and man
ufacturers' articles. and a superior quality of oak-tanned
1'. A. LE;ONARD.
Leather Belting.

lIf

---�- -� ----��-----� -.----

OGAN, VAIL & UO., No. 9 Gold st.. New York.
L Agency for Geo. Vail & Co., Speedwell Iron Works,
Morristown, N. J., furnish and keep on hand Por:table
Steam Engine8 of v3.rious sizps, Saw and Grist Mill Irons
Hotchkiss's Water Wheels, Iron Water Wheels of any
size, Portable Saw Mills, complete ; Bogardus's celebrated
Planetary Horse Powers ; heaving fOrgings and castings
for steamboats and rolling mills, Ratchet Drills of supe
rior quality for machinists, Saw Gummers, Hand Drills
1'yre Benders, and shafting and machinery generally.
39 1y

c

& . BRO'l'HER. - Opticians and
lItIIf A ISTE
lVJI dealers in mathematical instruments, 48 Chesnut
st. , Philadelphia, Pa. Mathematical instruments sepa·
rate and in cases, Protractors. Spacing Dividers, Draw
ing Pens, Ivary Scales, Tape Measures, Salometers, Spy
Glasses, Microscopes, Hydrometers, &c., &c. An illus
trated and priced catalogue will be sent by mail free of
40 6m*
charge.

LL

R

-----

ORRIS 'VORKS, Norristown, Pa. The subscribers
build and send to any part of the United States
Pumping, Hoisting, Stamping, and Portable Engines
and Mining Machinery of every description.
THOMAS. CORSON & WEST.
41 1y.
N

----_ ._- ----- ------

ARON 'KILBORN, No. 4,
ATH EMATICAl, OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS. A e

begs leave to bring to the notice
M -The subscriber
of the
community, his new and extensive

!fF

EW HAVEN JUAI\UFAC'J'UlUNG (;OlHPAI\1<
N _rrool lluilders. New Hi\ven. Conn. , (successors to
Scranton & Parshley) haye now on hand $25,000 worth of
Machinists' f)'ools, c o n s i s ting of power planers, to plane
from 5 to 12 feet ; slide lathes frOID fi to ] 8 jeet �ong ; 3
he a s ; counter shafts
or
size hand lathes,
al
i
i
es,
e
e
l
������
size slide rests- The Company are also manufacturing
steam engines. All of the above tools are of the best
quality, and are for sale at 25 PCI' cent. less than any
other tools in the market. Cuts and list of prices can
r o e
o
e
n
o
t
o
5tf
nufacturing Co.

OVA SCO'J'IA AND NEW BRUNSWICK PA· Ol�c��t

TENTS-The undersigned wi1I procure I.etters Pa
tent for the Provinces of Nova Scotia and New Bruns
wick, and will promptly forward all information relative
to lsuch matter, upon the receipt ofa rea�onable fee.

�

Howard

street, New Ha

N �s �!s F:��fc;:�� ��:e����a�ti���1�r ��f[��

o
o e 's
&c.
work, steam engines, brass and iron founders, and ma
. 51 10*
chinery in general.

B. HUT(jHINSON'S PATENT STAVE Cut
• tin" Machines-The best in use, and applicable
alike to thick and thin stllve�, for barrels, hogsheads
&c.; o,lso his Head Cutting and Turningt and Stave Joint
ing a.nd Crozjng Machines. This machmery reduces the
expense of manufacturing at least fifty per cent. ]i'or
ts, apply to C. B. HUT
i
!
.
C"O.,

C

llI'S'8Wr

;g:��;,oJ!�� J V.

�r

jtitntifit �mcrintn .
�titntifit ItnStUm.

were induced to apply these laws to the others.
Let onward by this train of thought, and guided

by carefully conducted experiments, we arrived
at the conclusions we have given.

.::-,==--=====�=

_. _ ._ .____

------�� . ..
Corn Planter.

Imponderable A:l;ent8 . . . -No. G .

We shall this week conclude the present se-

C.W.S.

3. That this decomposition is either directly

to

produced by a peculiar

in mind that we consider all of them to be si-

pheric electricity has been explained in a varie-

!

Clouds are the result of the cOlldensation

the invisible vapor of wate!',

the ullion of' a

that is colder.

p roduced by the long.continued and indiscrimi·

nate use of animal nitrogenous manure, which

has over stimulated the potato plant, and has

of' 1

reduction of temperatUl'e which produced a convapor, would, by that eond ns at ion , set fce� a portion of the latent Ele c trism
p,nwiously combined with t h e VU?O, 1', hellce th :
Cloud would becurlle charged w 1 t h free electl'lIt might al,�o happen that a cloud floating
city.
i il the ail', until its p ositi I'C electricity should be
dissipated, might be afterwllrds exposed to the
i n tense heat of th" SUll, until it should be again
partially dissipated ; in this ease it wonld be
densation of {,he

thus rendered it more susceptible of disease,

I

consequent upon

warm current of air with oue
No w it is evident that the same

and has, in fact, produced the same effect upon
it that alcoholic drinks, when taken iu excess,
do on

the

human system ; that is to say, it has

injured the stamina of the plant, and rendered
the organism more readily affected by atmos-

I

I'

pheric and other influences.

I

manmes should be used with great caution iu

'E he cut g i ven on titi" page is an illustration
A is
.J. A . Pease's Patent See d ing Hoe.

the cultivation of the potato, and indeed in that

of all root c r ops ; the best manure for the po·

the side, and B is the b ottom of th e box in
which i s p laced the corn ; C C C C are valves tato plant being the inorganic compounds, such,
o p erated by the trigg er E , 011 th e end of the for instance, a s those which are, or were at one
,
I
time, used in some parts of the continent.
is placed in th box upon the proj ecan d l e ;
c me �leg ativel� :Jlec t dfied, and if wi�hin 8tr l�
:
6 . T hat the disease having once established
h
kmg dlstancc of t ile :111', a stroke of bghtning tlO ns WhiCh are seen eurvm g around t e a per
itself, has become epidemic.
tures,
intended
is
and
the
prevent
to
a a l! u,
might pass fwm the earth ; but we think such
7. That it is contagious, if not infectious.
instances seldom if ever occur-certainly never escape of more than one kernel at a time, the
That the only mode of eradicating it is to
8.
co
G
a
p
down
through
ssing
the
rn
openings,
in a storm ; hence we distl'Ust the accoun ts
H ; I is the li d o f t he box, and J the bladQ of restore the original constitution of the plant.
which have beeu given of the phenomena.
\l. l'hat this desirable result can be only
The Aurora Borealis is a phenomenon which the hoe. l'he advant ages of this hoe are a saving
brought about by introducing a complete alter
has puzzled philosopheI's more than almost any o f l abor, as all that is required to drop the corn
is to pnll upon the trigger, E. By its action ation in the mode of cultivation that is adopted.
other ; yet, upon the principles we have laid
1 0. That the changes in question should con. down, its explanation becomes as easy as that the kel'llels of corn are also dropped evenly and
sist,- l st, in thoroughly drying the seed pota
separate.
The
operation
is
simply
striking
the
given to the rainbow. All mcteorologists agree
hoe into the ground,' pulling the trigger with toes, by the process now followed in some parts
th at there is it strong upper current of air
fore-finger of the right hand, which drops of Germany ; 2ndly, in steeping them for a
the
tinually rushing from the equatorial to the polar
k short time in a dilute solution of the sulphate of
e
regions. If this be true, when it arrives in ih e the corn, w hich is then cover d by the bac
copper (blu� vitriol or blue stone) of about the
i
of
stroke
hoe,
is
the
it
from
as
lifted
mak
ng
vicinity of the icebergs of the frozen zone, it nethe forward stroke. It will be readily seen same strength as that used for " pickling "
cessarily undergoes condensation,-Lnmenism, '
that dropping the corn in the hill separate, each wheat ; 3rdly, in planting them in poor, wellCalorism, and Electrism are consequently set
kernel three or four inches from the other, drained land ; 4thly, and lastly, in substituting
frce. The first produces the brilliant play of
gives each stalk a chance for nourishment, for the farm-yard manure, &c., now employed,
light seen in the Aurora Borealis-the changing
which cannot be ob tained when the kernels are some inorganic compost similar to those before
, colors b eing like the rosy hue of morning condropp ed by hand, all i n II heap ; besides, with alluded to.
sequent upon the action of the atmosphere
In conclusioll, I would suggest that the folthis planter there is no stooping and consequ ent
through which it is required to pass before
simple experiment should be tried in
lowing
ach
back
e
s.
reaching us ; the liberated Calorism modifies the
This is a simple and ingenious invention, and storing the potato crop during the present sea
temperature of those dreary climes, and the
we see nothing to hinder its practicability. It son :-Let the tubers be stored in the usual
Electrism produces those magnetic phenomena
is certainly w orth the attention of our agri- way, but in the center of each heap or sackful
which ar;;:'always the attendants of the Aurora
culturists, for if the seeding apparatus shonld let ti.ere be placed a quantity of unslacked
Borealis.
not work to their satisfaction, no great loss lime, not in actual contact with the roots, but
The lambent play of light which is often seen
would be involved, as the hoe would yet b e enclosed in some porous vessel-an old wicker
in the hOl'i1.On and about the edges of clouds at
baBket, for instance-and covered over with
left.
the close of a sultry day, i s the result of a simi surrounded by, a thick layer of straw or
and
apply
ther
or
inventor
information
the
to
fm
F
lar action. l'he condensation which is going on
hay. By this means the tubers will be kept
at Burlington, N. J.
in consequence of the reduction of the atmosdry ; and as the presence of humidity in the air
pheric t emperature, sets fr ee the Lumenism and On the Disease an
tion of the Potato.
is a great ineentive to putrefactive decomposigives rise to this phenomena.
It is now more than ten years, we believe,
tion, one of the main causes of decay will b e
The cause of Gravity, too, a qu estion on since what is called " the potato disease " first
removed. The lime, so soon as it has become
wh ich hundreds hav e stumbled, and indeed o f app eared in our country, and every year since
slacked, may b e taken away and eJnployed as
cohesion and all the other varieties of attraction, then, although many plans have been tried to
manure ', and, if practicable, should be replaced
. .
.
[See artl' cle prevent It,
by our th"eory
is fully explained
Its ravages have always been more
with fresh lime. The experiment I have de
No. 4. ] The nature of Chemical Affinity has or less manifested every season, and in none
scribed, it mnst be remembered, can be easily
perhaps given rise to more discussion than al- more fatally and universally than the present,
tri e d, and would cost but little even if carried
most any other scientific question , yet this is excepting the terrible year of 1 846, when it
out on a large scale ; it cannot be productive of
e xplained on the same p rinciples with th e oth- may be said to have been the means of depeoany injurious consequences, and will be doubt
ers. We can safely claim at least to have o f� piing Ireland of more than two millions of in.
less attended with beneficial results."
fered an expla]J.ation of more o f these vexed habitants. This disease has not been confined
'£he manure recommended here is that of
a.
questions than has been done by any other the- to any locality, for it h s extended with more
The experiand su ch like substances.
plaster
ory.
virulence
or less
over every country in which
ments
mentioned
can
easily
b
e
made
and should
We are willing to risk the assertion that no this useful tnber has been cultivated con sebe instituted so as to test them thoroughly.
phenomena call be found which will mili t ate quemly the caUSQ of the disease must h ve been
The manner recommended of storing potatoes
against the theory we have advan c e d ; if the r e general, and a relfledy for it would be hailed
can be easily tried by our farmers this winter,
be any we should be glad to have them pointed with gratitude by more than two hundred miland we hope it will b e by many. It can do no
out t� ns ; yet ':c �ann�t help thin ill ? th a
liOllS of the human race. We have published
.
harm, and will involve no expense worth men
.
.
hClty
beautif l sl
1:'l after all Its p mCl: a cJa1m muc
useful inforrnation on the snbject, and
:
�
tioning.
,
to consIdClatlOn. It seems to u � lll accOl d ance nothmg but what
was practical and sensible
,
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COll-
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with the workings of

:

; �ts

t� aid us very

�

greatly in all reseal'c es con-

It w s from these Vi e WS we
�
were led to the adop tIOn of the theory w e have

cernmg them.

�

�ge�t8,
.

�
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We are in the 1'4'gular receipt of �ix medical

ers again some new information which we look

upon as valuable and worthy of being acted
upon by our agriculturists. 1'. J. Hel'apath, an

m agazines, namely,

l

" The Virgiuian Medical

and Surgical Journal," edited by G eorge A .
O ti�,

M. D . , and Howell L. Th OImw, M. D., of
eat were be tter un · t el' to the " London Chemical Gazette, " gi v ing ; Richmond, Va. ; " The North w est ern Medical

The laws of
,
those of eIther of the oth er o t
d erstood than

proposed.

�

Deity, to e stablish but few and we take pleasure in laying before our read�

natural laws, and we shall general ly fin d analogy

l

we p e rcei e d an nnand
these gre a:
�
doubted sImilanty III the1r mode of eJ[)stence we

E nglish chemiilt of c elebrity, has w ritten a le tconclusi on s at which h e has arrived after a

I great many experiments, respectiug the cause
and cure of this diseMe.

'Ehey are as follo ws :

York

Medical

Ga

cinnati.

There are a number of other journals devoted

to the medical professions-we call them pl'O
amon g them.
fields.

and Surgical J ournal, " edited by W. B. Herrick,

M. D. , H. A. Johnson, M. D. , of Chicago, Ill. ;

" Nelson's Am erican Lancet," by Horace !lIld

© 1853 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC

We must, however, give them

_._-------._---,
Durning of the Henry Clay.

Our readers will remember the dreadful ca

tastrophe of the burning of the ITemy Clav on
the North River last year, by whieh a

number of persons lost their lives.

��eat

After a

shameful delay of eighteen months, one

of the
tried
the 3rd

owner2, the Captain, and the Pilot were

in this city, a.nd acquitted by a .Tury on

inst.

The

trial

lasted two weeks.

Having

carefully read the evidence, we eannot but s a.v

:

that from it we would have come to !\ differet t

conclusion from that of the Jury, in respect to

thoHe who had charge ot the boat.
.. . ..

5. That animal or highly nitrogenous organic

I of

New

all the credit of great ability in their respective

4. That the blight has been in some measure

'
II

ty of ways, some of them simply ridiculous, yet

" The

in my opinion a still more probable supposition,

fect, and not the cause of the disease.

l'he origin of atmos-

City,

fessions because there are different opinions

action for some time, and consequently is an ef-

of those natural phellOmena which have puzzled

York

zette," edited by Meridith and Reese, and the

iufestans "-to which public attention has been

after the fermentative processes have been in

thus exists, and it may be easy to explain many

I

the " Botrytis

the fungus referred to only makes its appearance

latent state, in the same manner in which heat

the explanation is very easv.
•

fungus,

already directed by other writers-or, what is

we regard them as existing in all bodies in a

Alfred Nelson, Plattsburg, N. Y., " Th e Scal

pel," edited by E dward H. Dixon, M. D. , New

" Eclectical Medical Journal," by Joseph R.
i. e. albumenoid constituents Buchanan, M. D. , and R. S. Newton, M. D., Cin

of the sap or cell-contents.

milar in their nature to heat or Calorism-that

,

2. That it is the effect of a species of putre:

of the nitrogenous,

some other natural phenomena. . Let it be borne

philosophers of all ages.

rasitical insect.

factive fermentation or incipient decomposi,tion

ries o f articles upon the Imponderable Agents,

by considering the application of our theory

1. That the potato blight is neither directly

nqr indirectly caused by the ravages of any pa

....

LI'I'ERARY NO'I'ICES.

SCOTIA'S BARDS.-(Tllustrated . ) -This is a splendid new
;,vork. by Robert Carter & Broth ers , this city : its obiect
IS to present to t. h e American pubJ i c choice extracts fi'om
the poets o f Scotl and. especially the minor poets oftha t
country. of which there are not a few of great excellence,
who are a1most unk n o wn to our people, such as Hector
McNeil. Rob ert Nichol, .J . Bethun e, R.'l'annahilJ. Pringle
Bl air. G r aham. and oth er worthies. �rhe pieces a n d
songs are selected with g:ood judgmt:nt and great Cill'i:'
and ::-re all o r a rel i!fi ou s and purely moral cast. 1'be en:
gr avm g" are b e � u t �ful a n d numerous. the paper is su
pe!'b • •�n d th e pl'mtmg e xc ell e n t . }�d ward Bvt:rett Ims
sald. the thro n e and the sceptre of England will crUID
bl� i n flust b e fore the lords of Scottish song will cease to
reign m tJ}e h earts of m en . " The work should meet with
an extenSive sale .

I

TIlE PRINCETON REV Ew-The ll\st number of th i s able
Quarterlf.. for 1853. of th e O. S . Pre s �yt eri3 n denomina
, C h es tnut st. Philad elphia. contai n s
tion. pubushe d at 265
an a b l e an exceedingly i n struc ti v e article on Ed uc ation
iJ? the High Sc hool s o f Germany. It should be exten
slvely r ea d by our people.

. THE FAMILY DENTAL JOURNAL-Is a new monthly. pub
hsh�d by Joel �lunsell, of A l b an y. N . Y. , and e d it e d by D .
C. �..Is t e s. Dentist. The firs t n um b er contains a great
deal of useful inform ati on respecting the t eeth of chil�
dren.
H Grah am ' S Magazine." for No vember ,
h a s been l aid
on our table by Messrs. Stringer & Townsend, 222 Broad
way. � t hits a number of' capital a.r ticles, and many iI
l�lstrahons of scenery i n \Vales, wi th a finely written ar
tlCle. ,

. . P utnam ," f� r Xovember . an d " Li ttel\' s Liv i n g Age. "
h ave been receIved : also the PhrenologlCal and W ate r
urnal s, and the North Carolina University Ma
i
n
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Manufacturers and Inventors.
A

NKW" VOLUME

01<' Tln�

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

Is comme n c e d about the 2 0 t h Sep tem b er, e a c h year, a n d

is t h e B E S T PAPER for M echanics snd Inventors pub

lished in the world.

Each Volume contains 416 pages of most va.luable refl;d

ing matter. and is illustrated with over

500

MECHANICAf" ENGRAVINHS

of NE W INVENTIONS.

II:W" The SOlENTH'IC AMERICAN is a WEEKLY JOUR

NAL of

ARTS,

SCIENCI"

AND

MECHANICS,

h aving for its object the ad vanc em en t of t h e
'

l INTERESTS O F UIWHANICS,
AND

MANUFACTURERS

INVENTORS.

Each Number is illustrated with from FIVE TO TEN

ORIGINAL ENGRAVINGS
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